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Transformation of dining
halls has everybody
asking
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By Susan Marquardt Blystone

Something unheard of has happened on Illinois State University's
campus. Everybody is eating in the residence hall's revamped dining centers
that are so innovative they are guaranteed to please-or your money back.
Gone are the days when only those constrained by the convenient
location or cost subjected themselves to "dorm food" that was so far from
tasty it became fodder for constant complaints and comedic material.Today
faculty and staff join students as regular clientele on campus, filling food
courts and a casual-dining restaurant. Add in a record number of off~ampus
students as regular customers who now choose to eat in the residence halls,
and it's clear there's been nothing short of a revolution.
Continued on page 2
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Mike Lee, left, director of Campus
Dining Services, and Chika Nnamani,
assistant vice president of Student
Affairs, use a mix of better service,
better quality, and more options to
create unique dining experiences
on campus.

"We've turned an old ship into a
crnise line," Chika Nnamani said in summarizing changes that occurred under his
watch as director of the Office of
Residential Life (ORL), which was reorganized this summer into two entities now
called University Housing Services and
Campus Dining Services.
Recently promoted to assistant vice
president of Student Affairs, Nnamani
took the ORL director's job in 1996 with a determination to make a difference
at his alma mater. Specifically he set out to erase the frustrations he experienced himself as an undergraduate in the late 1970s.
In those days the same mundane menu was served in each hall's dining
center, all of which had the ambiance of a mess hall. food was not to be
taken out of the dining area, and trying to arrange a meal at a residence hall
other than your own was as difficult as any class assignment. Meals were
served on a strict schedule that often did not coincide with students' classes,
and nobody was fed on Sunday evening, holidays, or during breaks in the
academic year.
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"My opinion as a student was that
meals were scheduled around the convenience of staff people without recognizing student habits," Nnamani said. "Who
gets up at 6 a.m. for breakfast? I didn't know anybody. It used to frustrate me
when I'd have an eight o'clock class and come back at nine and could count
on nothing left at all, if they were even serving. It was annoying."
Employed as a resident assistant and active in student government at the
time, Nnamani joined other student leaders to campaign for better service, if
nothing else. The chance to provide that and more lured him back to Illinois
State three years ago.
"The one thing that made it easy for me to say yes to the job was the
opportunity to make sure students don't encounter a lot of what we encountered- silly excuses," Nnamani said. "Students deserve the best and they
should get it."
For Nnamani and Mike Lee, director of Campus Dining Services, that
means building residence hall dining experiences on the basics of better service, better quality, and more options. Evidence each has been achieved is
clear from the fact that more than 300 optional meal plans were sold to students living off-campus last academic year, compared to zero in years past.
As Lee is quick to note, that is the equivalent of another entire residence hall.
Int1igued by the restaurant business since he started cooking for a New
York Italian eatery at age 12, Lee joined Campus Dining Services's management team three years ago. Having worked throughout the nation for various
companies in the contract food service business, he was ready for the exciting
opportunities he knew Nnamani would create with his ambitious plans.
Lee hasn't been disappointed, as the list of unprecedented changes continues to grow. For example, Illinois State is one of the first universities to incorporate the concept of national chains into residential hall programs and was
the first to hold a franchise license for Ben and Jerry's. The popular ice cream
shop is just one familiar name students now find on campus. Sbarro, Chickfil-A, and Subway are some of the other options offered in residence hall food
courts, such as the one in Watterson Towers.
Campus dining centers now offer everything from typical carryout products in Walker Hall to all-you-care-to-eat spread5 available at Linkins and
Vrooman, and traditional home-cooked-style meals are available at Feeney.
Students have the option of grabbing their food on the rnn in Linkins or settling elsewhere on campus into eating areas that feature such amenities as
booths and televisions dangling from the ceiling.
Such radical change recently captured the attention of a restaurant magazine that featured Illinois State for its success in redefining residence hall dining. And the spotlight continues to shine. Private investors are increasingly
expressing interest in the program propelled by Nnamani's drive to see Illinois
State become synonymous with the best that is available in residence hall life
and campus dining. Word is definitely out, as he regularly fields inquiries from
other institutions hoping to emulate tl1e University's model.
Nnamani delights as peer institutions marvel at such things as the fact
Illinois State now has it's own unique coffee called Brewster's. Working with
a roaster in St. Louis, the campus blends are ground fresh each morning and
promoted with a character developed by a graphic design student. A pizza
recipe has also been created specifically for the University, which has hired
former health inspectors, restaurant managers, a former country club manager,
and certified chefs to become part of the dining services management team.
"The image of a chef for a residence hall is unheard of," Nnamani said.
So is the idea of a full-service restaurant.
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"Donn food" is history in the Illinois State dining centers, where
today's sophisticated patrons will find everything from traditional
favorites such as burgers and piZ7,a to salmon dinners and vegetarian
cuisine at a variety of outlets, including Sbarro, Chick-fil-A, Subway,
and Ben and Jerry's.

His enthusiasm is contagious as he watches the expressions of individuals
dining at The Parrot's Echo, a casual restaurant opened in Vrooman with a
tropical atmosphere and entrees such as bruschetta, pastas, salads, sandwiches, salmon, and specialty tropical fruit drinks. A buffet is served on Sunday.
"It's a typical Marriott operation but without the price," Lee said, noting
that the concept grew directly from student input. "Our students are extremely intelligent, and as customers they are much more sophisticated today. They
are used to everything from burgers to fine dining." To provide less than that
spectrum on such a large campus makes no sense to Lee.
"In reality we have 20,000 students brought into a confined place. We've
created a small city in an area of a few blocks. As with any city we have
diversity, and that demands choices," Lee said.
Sheamus Mannion, who se1ved as the student
member of the University's Board of Trustees in the
1998-99 academic year, has been crudlcd throughout the transition period. Now a graduate student,
he \1vas a freshman in the fali of 1994 and remembers well the old style of dining.
"It was basically the all-you-can-eat traditional
residence hall cafeteria food with ve1y set hours. If
you didn't eat, you lost your money and were out of
luck," Mannion recalled. There was no reentry to the
dining centers for those who had already eaten but
wanted to join friends, and there was no variation in
menu from one hall to the next.
"In my sophomore year they started experimenting with different things
and refurbishing. It took me awhile to get used to it," Mannion said. He calls
what he experienced as a freshman to what is available today in terms of
food options and hours of operation as stark a contrast as night is to day.
Although he characterizes The Parrot's Echo as "phenomenal," he admits
to no favorite dining center. "Each one is different, so it just depends on what
I feel like having on a given day." In fact, the one negative he finds is that at
times there can be too many choices.
Regardless of where he eats, Mannion has noticed one change that he
really appreciates- namely that there is now a mix of faculty, administrators,
and staff eating regularly with students.
"It gives us a different perspective and reinforces that these people do
exist outside of the classroom," Mannion said, recalling fondly the times he
has conversed with professors and even the University president while dining.
Nnamani sees the interaction as an added bonus of the $5 million renovation that started with the simple question: "What do students want?" He still
asks that daily, despite already having a good idea from his own experience.
For although he once envisioned a career in the Foreign Service, he has been
entrenched in residence hall work since his student days.
After completing his second master's degree at Illinois State in 1984,
Nnamani worked full-time in the Office of Residential Life. He rose to the
position of associate director in that period of employment, which ended in
1993. It was then that he became the director of housing at the University of
Massachusett5 at Amherst. In 1995 he was named executive director for housing and dining services at Northern Illinois University, where he would have
stayed had he not had the opportunity to return to the campus he loves.
He came back ready to listen and respond to feedback from the 7,500
students who call the residence halls home. Based on what he heard, he
worked with staff to develop a strategic plan that has been the blueprint for
the ongoing transformation he's convinced was inevitable.
"We have to be able to survive because we don't get a dime from the
state," Nnamani said, explaining that the entire residence hall operation is

self-supporting. "We have to be creative to keep the halls full, and to do that
we have to anticipate what students want."
Lee echoes the need. "If student5 don't buy, we aren't going to make it. If
we continue in the old traditional way, students are going to walk, and that's
not good for the University."
Roth men are convinced that increased choices are not enough. Students
also demand convenience that fits their lifestyle. "So we radically changed our
hours," Nnamani said. Breakfast is now available from 7 to 11 a.m. Several
dining centers are open daily until 11 p.m., meals are now always available
every weekend, during holidays and summer months, and there is 24-hour
se1vice offercd during finals week.
Flexibility is another top wish that has come true
for students, who now have the freedom to cat in
any dining center on campus and the oppo1t unity to
purchase a meal plan that best fits their individual
needs.
Students today must still pay a base amount of
$488 each semester that covers the nonfood costs of
operating the dining centers, such as labor, supplies,
and utilities. In addition to that amount, students add
"dining dollars" that allow them to purchase food in
the residence halls at 55 percent off the retail price.
As part of the dining dollars, students are given $50
that are considered "flex dollars." This money, which
may be used in the dining centers, allows students
to make purchases from vending machines and restaurants in the Bone
Student Center as well.
The dollars are kept in a debit account that is accessed simply with the
use of the student identification card issued at the start of each academic year.
Students are responsible for tracking their food dollar balance and spending
wisely. If they choose the vending machine option too often, for example,
they may run short before the semester ends. If they dine in the halls, they
may devour three all-you-care-to-eat meals each day for a total of $6.46.
"It teaches responsibility as students learn to budget," Lee said. The
University has added an entire program on the meal plans in Preview, the
freshman summer orientation program. Still it remains a challenge to help students understand the system that offers plans ranging in price from $807 to
$1,095 per semester-totals that include the mandatory $488 operational cost.
Lee noted that under the old system when meals were sold in packages
of either 15 or 18 meals per week, the base cost was approximately $1,000. It
is possible for students to save money on their meals now if they choose the
least expensive plan available. And Lee added that students now eat better, as
the old system encouraged gluttony. Students were tempted to cat more than
they would otherwise because they realized there would be no opportunity
for another meal for hours.
Still Mannion said that the cost is one consistent complaint he hears from
students, some of whom remain convinced it is too expensive. He has heard
grumbling that it's too easy to run through the money, while others lament to
him that it is indeed a confusing system to understand.
Those negatives are offset by the fact that any unused money is refunded
at the end of the year. The University is one of few in the country to implement such a policy. More important, money is returned for any meals purchased that are not deemed satisfactory.
"Illinois State University really went out on a limb in creating the debit
card and introducing food courts in the residence halls. But we are definitely
ahead of the curve in refunding money," Lee said of the pledge that Nnamani
announced upon his arrival.

"Our students are
extremely intelligent,
and as customers
they are much more
sophisticated today."
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Watterson Food Court

Donzelo's Pizza Window,

(a la carte)

Atkin-Colby Holl lobby

(a la carte)

Sbarro, Panda Express, Boomers Grill,
Tower Deli, The Bakery Basket,
Chick-ftl-A, Pepe's Mexican, The Main
Course, W.C. Greens, The Coffee
Beanery, Freshens, Ben and Jerry's.

(a la carte)

Carryout setvice offering salads,
Donzello's Pizza, hot dogs, ice cream,
other novelty items.

Pizza, pizza bread, breadsticks.

The Southside in Feeney

Chatters in Walker

(a la carte food court)

(a la carte)
A coffeehouse that also offers Donzello's
Pizza, deli, gourmet hot dogs,
soup, salad, bakery items.

Donzello's Pizza, Pepe's Mexican,
Block & Barrel Deli, Boomers II,
Traditions, Rotisserie Chicken,
The Bakery Basket, Green & Vine,
Sizzling Skillet.

~
tlleSouthside

Unkins Dining Center in Tri-Towers
(all-you-care-to-eat)

Meat, potatoes, pasta, salad, Donzello's
Pizza, deserts, fresh fruit.

"When I came here I told students if the food is not good enough don't
eat it, and we will refund your money," Nnamani said. "It shifted the responsibility to perform on us, because if we refund too much money we go broke.
So everybody kicked in, and we have been refunding less and less."
Nnamani credits the Campus Dining Setvices staff for the success that
would not have been achieved without a complete paradigm shift. He realizes
employees' jobs have been made more complex as the old mold has been
broken. As Lee noted, "It's much easier to just do a casserole," especially considering there are now between 16,000 and 20,000 food transactions daily on
campus.
"The changes have made the job more complex, but what happens when
you do that is you create an energy, and as you create that energy people are
capable of accomplishing amazing things," Lee said.
He and Nnamani praise staff for their vision as they support efforts to create "a learning organization." Critical thinking has been rekindled with the use
of employee teams that attack issues ranging from product development and
customer service to staff training and safety and sanitation.
"The greatest piece of my job is coaching," Lee said. He works with staff
that consists of 30 management employees, 130 cooks and laborers, and
approximately 1,000 student and temporary workers. Students have created
their own central hiring office that is operated by student managers who run
it like a traditional human resources office.
Nnamani has watched staff confidence grow and seen individuals experience pride in achieving what so many never would have dared to dream.
"We have the vision of what we want and the courage to stick with it,"
Nnamani said.
He chooses the word courage intentionally, emphasizing that the staff has
undertaken risks in implementing new ideas and stepped up to a huge undertaking that required a radical change in thinking. Employees have lost the itcan't-be-done attitude and now invite student ideas that are implemented
whenever possible. Both compliments and complaints are welcomed on comment cards that are regularly posted with a staff reply, and individuals who
have a concern are encouraged to meet with the managers of each dining
center.
"Before, when students would complain that they couldn't eat the food, it
was seen as whining. Now we invite them to come in, and we devise a meal
plan," Nnamani said. "My goal is that every student will be able to find something they can and want to eat."
Another priority is further expansion into the University's laboratory
schools. Just last semester the Campus Dining Services staff began to offer
breakfast and lunch items at University High School. The initiative is intended
to provide not only healthy food choices and options but to gauge what
tastes those students soon bound for college have acquired. A similar program
will be introduced to the students at Thomas Metcalf School this fall.
Yet another plan is to add an area devoted to international cuisine,
including information about the culture of each country whose cuisine is
showcased. Nnamani also wants to see extended hours of operation across
campus, noting the idea was first tested last spring when Chatters began to
regularly stay open until 1 a.m. Lee envisions 24-hour service in the not-toodistant future, saying it's inevitable simply because student habits are evolving
to create such a demand.
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Unkins Express

vrooman

Vrooman Dining Center in Hewett-Manchester
( all-you-care-to-eat)

Bev's Deli, Donzello's Pizza,
salad bar, daily selections
from the grill, plus The Earth's
Palette, which features vegetarian
cuisine, and The Parrot's
Echo, a full-setvice casual
dining restaurant.

Lee lived in a residence hall prior to completing his relocation to the
community and was struck by the reality that "as I was getting up, students
were going to bed. And they were not just partying. A huge number of students use the Internet and are up until two or three in the morning regularly."
Recognizing such shifts is an important key to supporting the needs of
students and ultimately the University. "Years ago food setvice was not even a
thought. Today, as colleges and universities compete, it's not just the disparity
in academic programs and job placement opportunities" that set institutions
apart, Lee said. "The question of how's the food is more and more critical. We
are now not just an educational component of the University but a part of the
global impact in selling the University."
·Nnamani concurs that it is imperative residence hall life in general
becomes more attractive to students, and he is gratified that Illinois State's
residence hall and dining programs have become a strong recruiting tool.
Mannion confirms this, saying that he sees shocked responses regularly as he
leads prospective students and their parents on tours of campus.
Increased student satisfaction is the most important change of all for
Nnamani. It's a point of pride more meaningful than the fact Illinois State's
dining services are now considered the best among state schools and rank in
the top 2 percent nationally in terms of quality, creativity, and options.
"It makes me very proud, especially since it's my alma mater," Nnamani
said. But he's not resting on his laurels. He anticipates more refinements in
the future and predicts that within five years the entire residence hall program
will be the nation's model.
"I'm confident of that. In fact, I will bet my salary on it," Nnamani said.
It's a wager that, if accepted, will probably be settled over a meal in one of
the new and improved dining centers.

Illinois State Today

Coach's gamble on football
program pays big dividend
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By Roger Cushman

Todd

Beny, the son of a football coach and a veteran of 13 years as an
assistant coach, was undaunted by Illinois State University's struggling football fortunes when he decided to become Redbirds head coach.
Berry had passed on other head coaching jobs, but the opportunity to
revive the Illinois State program lured him in December 1995 from East
Carolina, where he was offensive coordinator for four seasons, including
two culminating in Liberty Bowl invitations.
"It was common knowledge across the profession that this job had a

tremendous amount of potential," he said. "I just felt like this was a really
good fit for myself and my family. And I felt like we had a chance to win a
national championship."
A national championship? The Redbirds had managed only three winning seasons in the previous two decades and hadn't won a football title of
any kind since the 1960s. No one could blame fans for being skeptical
when he spoke about contending for a national title someday.
No longer doubtful, fans are eager for an encore after Berry's third
Redbird football team made the school's first-ever appearance in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I-AA playoffs,
equaled a school record for victories with an 8-4 ledger, and bolted into
the final rankings in each of the three national polls last season. A preseason poll released in June ranked Illinois State third in the nation-the highest preseason ranking ever for a Redbird football team.
Berry delivered on his promise to produce a national contender, but
sadly his father did not live to see the banner 1998 season when Berry
achieved Gateway Conference Coach of the Year honors and was a finalist
for National Coach of the Year. Reuben Berry, a former head coach of the
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Saskatchewan Rough Riders in the Canadian
Football League, died the previous April after a
long battle with cancer.
"It was a difficult time when my father passed
away because obviously we were close, not just
as father and son but also in the same profession,"
the 38-year-old Berry said.
"But I'm also a fmn believer that he knows
how we did last year, and he's still with me.
While it would have been nice for him to have
seen it personally and for me to see him there, I
know that he knows."
The family football heritage lives on in many
ways, including Todd Berry's willingness to make
the tough calls when the game is on the line. "He
always had an aggressive mentality, one that
would be willing to take chances," Berry said of
his father.
"When you know that your decision is going
to impact the game dramatically, it's easy to play
it close to your chest and not take chances. But I
really am a firm believer that if you want to win
championships you have to be willing to do that
[take chances], because your players need to
understand that this is part of the mentality.
"You go for it on fourth down occasionally,
fake punts, and those kind of things because
when you get into a national championship game
you have to do those things to win. We've tried to
establish that even when we were bad the first
couple of years."
Berry's daring strategy and the ability of his
players to respond have brought an exciting era
to Illinois State football. The pass-oriented offense
Todd Berry
produced 30 school records in three seasons, and
the swarming defense-slower to mature-is on the verge of adding another
potent weapon in the Redbirds arsenal.
"I tend not to be very conservative," Berry admitted. "I don't want to say
that I'm a riverboat gambler, because I'm not. We study film very hard on our
opponents. There's a lot of calculated risk taking, if you will, and some peo..
ple probably think I am a riverboat gambler."
The players and fans have responded to Berry's intelligent approach, his
passion for the game, and his integrity.
Those qualities were tested a year ago when some of his football recruits
faced legal charges after a physical confrontation with members of a fraternity
house. Berry opened his own investigation and dismissed several players from
the squad after they admitted their role. The punishment was beyond what
the University had administered.
"I wanted to find out the truth," he said. "There are natural consequences
when you do bad things. Even if it's retaliation, that still doesn't make it tight.
While I'm not proud of the action, I am proud of them taking responsibility
for it even though they knew it was going to cause them problems."
Unfortunately, a couple of innocent players left school after campus and
media reports erroneously linked them to the hostilities.
"When you're not involved and have proof and yet you're immediately
being condemned, that's difficult," Berry said. "They were good young men
and certainly deserved to have their names cleared."
Although that kind of episode draws attention, Illinois State's football
players make unheralded contributions to campus and civic life. They donated
blood as a group during a Red Cross drive at Watterson Towers during spring
practice, and 25 players accompanied Berry for a visit to the Children's
Hospital of Illinois at OSF Saint Francis Medical Center in Peoria.
Berry was the 1999 McLean County honorary chairperson for the
Children's Miracle Network broadcast, a 21-hour event that generates financial
support for Children's Hospital.
"I think it's important to expose young men to those things and to contribute back to the community," he said. "We don't mandate that they do anything, but we encourage them to do it. It gives them an opportunity to see
how fortunate they are."
As a group, Berry's players excel in the classroom.
"I'm very proud of the fact that even though we had the best season in a
long time and the most wins in school history last year, we also had the highest team GPA [grade point average] in history too," he said. "I've got some real
quality young men."
Berry has been associated with football all of his life. Born in Springfield,
Missouri, he lived in several towns in Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma as the
family followed his father's coaching career throughout that region.
He began playing football in first grade but never played on teams
coached by his father, who was coaching professional football in Canada
when young Berry became an all-state football quarterback and track athlete

The players and fans
have responded to Berry's
intelligent approach,
his passion for the game,
and his integrity.
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at Miami, Oklahoma, High School.
Berry was a quarterback at Tulsa University
from 1979 until 1981, when he suffered a careerending knee injury. Then he worked for such
well-known head coaches as Steve Logan at East
Carolina, John Cooper at Tulsa, and Johnny
Majors at Tennessee during his ascent of the
coaching ladder.
Berry was a graduate assistant and tight end
coach for Tennessee when the Volunteers played
in the 1983 Florida Citrus Bowl, coached running
backs for Oklahoma State in the 1985 Gator Bowl,
and coordinated the offense and coached
running backs for East Carolina in the 1994
and 1995 Liberty Bowls.
In each of his 13 years as an assistant
coach, he was involved with a team that
won a conference championship, played in
the postseason, and/or was ranked nationally in passing offense. Also adept at coaching
the rnnning game, he tutored Junior Smith,
now an assistant coach at Illinois State and
the first player in East Carolina histo1y to
rush for 1,000 yard<; in three consecutive seasons.
Victories were scarce in Beny's first two
seasons at Illinois State, but-refusing to take
shortcuts-he built a solid foundation by
recruiting freshmen for the program. He
reaped the harvest last season. Picked for
sixth in the Gateway Conference, the
Redbirds finished second and averaged 439.5
yards and 36.1 points per game.
Of the four players who earned some
sort of all-America accolade in '98, three
return: quarterback Kevin Glenn, wide receiver Rickey Garrett, and outside
linebacker Galen Scott. The Redbirds return 10 starters on offense and nine on
defense, as well as the punter and placekicker-21 starters in all.
Glenn, still just a junior, hold-; virtually every passing and total offense
record in school history. He passed for 2,818 yards and 25 touchdowns last
season with highs of 457 yards agai!1st Northern Iowa and six touchdowns
against Southern Utah. His favorite target was Garrett, who caught 72 passes
for 13 touchdowns, including four in a game twice. Scott led the Gateway and
set a school record with 175 tackles, including 27 against Southern Utah.
"Offensively I felt like we were going to have a breakout year last year,
because I had a lot of confidence that we had all the pieces in place," Berry
said. "This year I feel the same way about the defense."
The players in Berry's first recruiting class will be juniors this year. The
added numbers and maturity will help the Redbirds improve, Berry said.
"We're a much faster and a much deeper team right now, and we have
more competition," Berry said. "Competition makes ballplayers better.
Proverbs 27:17 says that iron sharpens iron like man sharpens another man. I
quote that to players all the time to let them understand that there is no substitute for competition."
Ironically one of the main confidence builders last year came in the most
lopsided loss, 63-21 at Kansas of the Big 12 Conference. "Even though we got
beat pretty handily, our offense had a fairly good ball game," Berry said. "We
didn't put a lot of points on the scoreboard because we were trying to rnn the
clock quite a bit, but I think a lot of our offensive prowess came from the
confidence we gained out of the Kansas game."
Illinois State's monetary guarantee from that game paid for the entire football operating budget, so Berry plans to continue scheduling a big-time opponent each season. The Redbirds will play at Minnesota of the Big 10
Conference in their second game this season on September 18.
"The players that we recruit are mostly I-A players, and they want to
know that they're still going to have an opportunity to play a I-A opponent,"
Berry said.
"Hopefully as we continue to get better we'll play those teams even better
and- who knows?-maybe at some point in time we will even knock one of
those people off. That's something we're going to be shooting for, and I think
in the foreseeable future it will be something we'll be expecting."
And he's not reluctant to say that he still has his sights set on an eventual
national championship.
"That's the only goal there should be," he explains. "That's the ultimate.
That's the highest goal, so that's what we've been trying to build for since we
got here."

Illinois State Today

Math graduates
create fund
as formula to
celebrate success

By Elaine Graybill
ohn Dossey, a Distinguished Professor of mathematics and nationally
known expert in mathematics education and assessment tools, was an
undergraduate and graduate student in the Mathematics Department at
Illinois State University in the 1960s. "It was a magical time" of bright, motivated students, involved and encouraging professors, and a great deal of mutual
support," Dossey said.
After earning his Ph.D. at the University of Illinois in 1971, Dossey
returned to Illinois State as a faculty member. He has served as president of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, as a member and chairperson of the College Board Mathematics Advisory Committee, as a member of
the board of the Mathematical Association of America, and in numerous other
leadership and advisory positions in his field. As he approached his retirement
at the end of 1998, Dossey wanted to do something for the department that
he felt had been so good to him for so many years.
1bat's when Dossey brought the past and future together in a new scholarship fund that honors the Illinois State professors from that special era of his
master's degree work and promises to support high quality student<; in mathematics master's programs for years to come. Dossey's goal, he said, is to help
"make sure that the core of students there and the curriculum remain strong"
in the M.S. and M.A. programs in pure and applied mathematics, statistics, and
secondary mathematics education.
When Dossey established The Master's Fund in the fall of 1998, he targeted 1964-72, during which time the Mathematics Department had 180 master's
degree candidates.
Using university records plus his ingenuity, Dossey located and contacted
about 150 of those graduates, obtaining gifts or pledges from more than 50 to
get the fund started. Dossey also put his own money where his mouth is: "My
wife, Anne, and I put in the first chunk to challenge others to do it," he said.
By the spring of this year, The Master's Fund had about $60,000 in gifts and
pledges.
Dennis Haack of Lexington, Kentucky, was the first person Dossey called
about TI1e Master's Fund. Haack, a classmate who refers to Dossey as "Doss,"
earned a bachelor's degree in 1966 and a master's degree in 1968 in the
Mathematics Department before going to the University of Iowa for a doctorate in statistics. Haack taught 10 years at the University of Kentucky before
setting up a data management and statistical services company in 1981 to
serve the international pharmaceutical industry. He has since sold the company and retired.
The "academic interaction" Haack experienced at Illinois State was
unique, he said. The faculty "really enjoyed not only the classes, but they
were willing to get together outside class to discuss things." Much of that
interaction took place in the basement of Schroeder Hall, where the department was located when he was there. The student'> were unusual too, Haack
said.
"I've always thought that group of students was a particularly motivated
and talented group. I never found a group any stronger than that group at
Illinois State University. I don't know how that happens-the moon and the
stars are in the right alignment."
The study groups that formed were of particular value to Haack. "I'm sure
I learned a lot of skills regarding tackling a difficult problem and working
with others to solve a problem that served me well later on."
Associate Professor Robe1t Hathway, who was a new faculty member in
the Mathematics Department in 1966, agrees with Dossey and Haack's assessment of the era. The student-;, Hathway said, "were exceptionally good for a
brief period of two to three years. They were bright and exceptionally hardworking. Why, I don't know." Has the phenomenon ever been repeated in
the department? "Never," he said.
Hathway notes that the late-1960s was a time of change for Illinois State's
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A "magical time" of bright
students and exceptional faculty
members prompted John
Dossey, left, to establish The
Master's Fund in honor of 18
Mathematics faculty from the
1960s. Among those honored
are, seatedfrom left in photo
below left, Orlyn Edge, Francis
Brown, and Lynn Brown, and,
standing from left, Robert
Hathway, Hal Gilmore, Charles
Morris, and Kwang-Chui Ha. All
18 honored faculty are pictured
on the plaque, below.

Mathematics Department. The department moved from Schroeder's basement
to Stevenson Hall. More important, the department was making a transition
from a math education curriculum to a more content-oriented math curriculum, and the University was just starting its enrollment "bulge" as higher education was opening to a greater segment of the population.
Dossey announced The Master's Fund in December and presented his
depa1tment with a large plaque containing pictures of all the faculty members
being honored by the fund: Wilson Banks, Douglas Bey, Francis Brown, Lynn
Brown, Leonard Bruening, Richard Crumley, James Downing, Orlyn Edge, Hal
Gilmore, Kwang-Chui Ha, Robert Hathway, Troy Hicks, Eugene Jacobs, Clyde
McCormick, Charles Morris, Kenneth Retzer, James Rowe, and T. E. Rine.
Lotus Hershberger, department chairperson, said he will allow the fund to
grow for probably another two years before seeking applications for scholarships, because he want-; the endowment to be large enough for the awards to
be at least $1,000. Dossey said he would like the award criteria to emphasize
"first-rate students" rather than need.
Hershberger said that despite Dossey's national reputation and involvement, Dossey always has time for a friendly word to colleagues and for helping students. "This is indicative of his generosity," he said. "He sees this as
another way of helping this department attract good student<; and assist in
their development."
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builds character or destroys confidence and whether it builds aggression or channels
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it appropriately. Included on the panel is James Bennett, local author of acclaimed

GONSrDER~

novels for adolescents.
The Plight of America's Unwanted Children, October 27, 7 p.m., Old Main
Room, Bone Student Center

HfLDREN

Robert E Hanis, the chief deputy public guardian in the juvenile division of the
Offic~ of the Cook Co~ty Public Guardian, will discuss the Illinois child welfare system, its problems, and ideas for fixing them. The Office of the Cook County Public
Guardian provides legal representation for about 35,000 children and teens, primarily involving cases of abuse and neglect.
David Pelzer Lecture, November 11, 7 p.m., Ballroom, Bone Student Center

A campus reflection on
childhood & adolescence
here is certainly something refreshing about taking a step back to look at the world through a
child's eyes, paus~g ~o view events ,vithout the skepticism, fatigue, or worry that often plague
adults. But nostalgia 1s not the reason Illinois State University has planned to set aside the 1999.
2000 academic year as an opportunity to pause and "Consider the Children."
As an institution that has always been devoted to teacher preparation, the University as a whole has
been attuned to children and their needs since its start in 1857. As the nation prepares for the new millennium, the University recognizes the need to focus anew on the children.
Just as the world has become more complicated for adults, children today also face mounting challenges and obstacles that drain both their energy and potential. "Consider the Children: ACampus
~cfle~tion o~ Childhood & Adolescence" will engage the University community ,vith the general public
m a discussion of key issues affecting children and teens.
The third in a series of yearlong, campuswide theme programs, "Consider the Children" will
explore issues about children, offer events to enjoy with children, and
ultimately seek to improve life for children.

T

Increasing the Peace: Training Peer Mediators, August 27-29,
September 25-26, October 23-24, November 6-7, Fell Hall 212
The program will draw on the skills of Illinois State University students who have been trained by the Student Dispute Resolution Service to
train McLean County adolescents in peer mediation.
Consider the Children Community Plunge, September 11 and 25,
various times and locations
Illinois State student groups, faculty, and staff can volunteer to help at
various local child-oriented community service agencies. To participate,
register with the Student Volunteer (',enter before September 3 by calling
(309) 438-8972.
Supporting Maternal Employment, September 17, Old Main
Room, Bone Student Center, Panel I 1:30-3 p.m., Panel 2 3.5 p.m.
Each panel discussion will address policies and support structures for
maternal employment, such as maternity leaves, child-care centers, and
parental leave, as well as the roles of government, corporations, unions,
and women's organizations.
David Elkind Lecture, October 6, 7 p.m., Ballroom,
Bone Student Center
David Elkind, a professor at Tufts University, is the author of The
Hurried Child and All Grown Up and No Place to Go. He will address the
serious effects of hurrying children and adolescents to assume adult roles
and responsibilities.
Henry Giroux Lecture, October 7, 7 p.m., University Galleries,
Center for the Visual Arts
Henry Giroux, Waterbury Professor of Education at Pennsylvania State
University, will lecture on his work that applies cultural theory to images
found in the media. He will propose practical ways of empowering children to understand how media manipulate messages.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER:James Earl Jones, October 12, 7 p.m.,

Braden Auditorium, Bone Student Center
Celebrated stage, film, and television actor James Ear!Jones will share
his insights on "Children, the Arts, and Society." His career began with the
New York Shakespeare Festival. He later won Broadway's Tony Award for
his role as a heavyweight boxing champion in The Great White Hope. His
film credits include Cry the Beloved Country, Patriot Games, The Hunt
for Red October, and Field ofDreams.Jones, who has appeared on all
major television networks, has received Emmy Awards, an NAACP best
actor award, two ACE Awards, and Golden Globe and People's Choice best
actor nominations. This event is cosponsored with the University Forum.
ACommunity Approach to Youth Safety, October 18,
9 a.m.-noon, University Galleries, Center for the Visual Arts
Gain insight from a panel of national experts in delinquency, youth
gangs, community development, and school violence as they discuss the
best practices of creating safe and healthy environments for youth in
school and the community. This program is designed for social services
agencies, law enforcement officials, teachers, school administrators, and
parents.
Adolescents and Sports: Wins and Losses, October 21, 5-7 p.m.,
Second floor East Lounge, Bone Student Center
This panel discussion will address questions about the effects of
organil.ed sports on adolescents, such as whether participation in sports
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. David Pelz~r, author of A Child Called It and The lost Boy, will discuss his expenences as a child rescued from an abusive home by a child welfare system that some
call incompetent. His message is one of encouragement and tribute to teachers, social
service workers, and those who give of themselves in the foster care system.
Consider the Children: Reflections on Ability and Disability in the
Classroom, November 17, 6:30 p.m., Old Main Room, Bone Student Center
Lauren Mittennan is an Illinois State University special education alumna who
w'.15 n:irned the 1999 Wisconsin Teacher of the Year and is currently a teacher of grades six and seven. She
,vill discuss aspects of her book, Moments of Grace, sharing lessons learned from years of working with disabled children.
Finding Alternative Voices: Addressing Issues of Childhood and Adolescence through Dance
and Movement, December 9-12, 8 p.m., Westhoff Theatre, Centenial East

. . This _ev~nt is the f~ dance concert, which \vill be choreographed by Wendy Titcomb during an extended
V1s1t to Illinois State Umvers1ty. She ,vill hold a community-based dance workshop \vith at-risk teens teach
Orchesis (Dance I) at University High School and technique classes in the Department of Theatre's' dance
program, choreograph repertory for Illinois State's Dance Theatre, and lead a combined workshop with the
Western Illinois University Dance Company.

National Banned Book Week Series
Well, I'll Be Banned: A Reading of Censored or
Challenged Children's and Adolescent Books,
September 26, 7-8:15 p.m., Stevenson Hall 101
As part of National Banned Book Week, members of the
Department of English and Milner library who specialize in cliildren's literature will read selections from censored or challenged books and discuss the reasons the books have been
questioned.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Mark West

Magic Maligned: The Censorship of Fantasy
Literature for Children, September 30, 7-8:15 p .m.,
Center for the Visual Arts 151

Mark West is from the University of North CarolinaCharlotte. Anationally recognized expert on censorship of children's literature, he will examine the increased censorship of
fantasy literature in schools and libraries.
Censorship Workshop for Teachers and Librarians,
October 2, 9 a.m.-noon, Stevenson Hall 401

Nationally renowned expert on the censorship of children's
literature, Mark West, will lead a workshop for elementary and
middle school teachers and librarians on dealing with censorship of children's material. Participation is free but limited. Call
(309) 438-3739 for information.

Science for Families Series
The Science for Families Series is designed to give children,
teens, and their parents enriching and enjoyable, hands-on experiences with five physical sciences-astronomy, biology, chemistry, geology, and physics.
Family Astronomy, September 4, 9 a.m.-noon, Illinois State
University Planetarium

This event offers the opportunity to learn how to use star
maps, observe and record motions of the heavens, and assemble
a telescope and spectrometer to take home. Participation is free
but limited. Registration is required by calling (309) 438-8756
no later than August 27.
Family Biology, October 9, 9 a.m.-noon, Science
Laboratory Building 124
This event offers several hands-on biology activities and will
include a take-home science kit for participants to continue their
explorations. Participation is free but limited. Registration is
required by calling (309) 438-3669 no later than October l.
Family Chemistry, November 13, 9 am.-noon, Science
Laboratory Building 104
This event offers a study of chemical reactions and
the opportunity to learn about what makes them happen.

Participants will be provided a take-home science kit to
continue their explorations. Participation is free but
limited. Registration is required by calling (309) 438-7905
no later than November I.

Concerts for the Mind: Discussion
and Dessert Series
The exhilaration of thoughtful discussion is an all-too-rare
experience in today's hurried world, but the Concerts for the
Mind series provides just that. Each session will include a moderated panel that includes representatives of BloomingtonNormal's diverse community.
Our Community, Our Kids, September 8, 7 p.m., Old
Main Room, Bone Student Center
This first concert offers a panel discussion on the balance of
community and family responsibility for the well-being of children. The discussion will be followed by dessert and continuing
discussion in small groups about the topic.
Kids on a Fast Track , October 14, 7 p.m., Old Main

Room, Bone Student Center
This panel discussion will expand the issues presented by
David Elkind's presentation about children growing up too soon
and the pressures both at home and in school. The panel will be
followed by dessert and continuing discussion in small groups
about the topic.

Children, Media, and Marketing Series
Part 1-The Influence of Media and Advertising,

September 20, 7 p.m., Old Main Room, Bone Student Center
Apanel of industry representatives and scholars will present
various points of view about the extent to which the media and
marketing affect children and adolescents.
Part 2-Who's Responsible?!, October 26, 7 p.m.,
Old Main Room, Bone Student Center
Apanel of industry representatives and scholars will present
various points of view about the relative responsibility of parents,
advertisers, the media, and others for the influence of media on
children.
Student Symposiwn-Action Plans, December 6,
time to be announced, Old Main Room, Bone Student Center
Illinois State University students who have been studying
issues related to children, the media, and marketing throughout
the semester will present their conclusions and plans for action
plans in a variety of creative ways. Come learn what solutions
students have identified in the effort to make a difference for
children in a media world.

www.ilstu.edu and follow the What's happening link
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Employee's
comrmtment to
campus not forgotten
By Heather Munson

lllinois State University has a history ofhonoring its past leaders and supporters,
a tradition that is reflected in part by the names chosen for many of the buildings on
campus. Although fascinating stories of individuals' dedication to the University
abound, few are as interesting as the saga of the man whose name is tied to the
Carter Harris Physical Plant.
The building itself was constructed in 1964
with an appropriation of $325,000 from the
Illinois General Assembly. Located today on it'>
original site north of Gregory Street and just east
of Pheasant Creek, the building was designed
to serve as a central coordinating location for
various services of nonacademic employees.
By the 1960s Illinois State employed nonacademic staff beyond office and clerical assistants.
The University's growth and size required adding
such positions as farm laborers, janitors, food service workers, grounds workers, painters, electricians, engineers, plumbers, mechanics, carpenters,
and steamfitters.
Prior to the completion of the 201,204-squarefoot physical plant, these employees were scattered about campus. They were continually shuffled about to various storage areas, wherever a
spare spot for a desk and telephone could be
found. The new building offered space for supervisors' offices, facilities for making and filing blueprints, as well as much needed shop areas and
storage. The building also created an opportunity
to honor Catter Harris, a janitor who worked at
the University in its early years.
Harris was born in 1856, the son of a slave
mother and her white owner. According to Helen
Marshall's 1be Eleventh Decade, HaITis was a
bright student who put himself through school by
trading manual labor for his education. He was
an avid learner who went on to study for two
years at Fisk University.
After attending Fisk, I Iarris spent some time
setting up plantation schools, testing tobacco, and
even operating a grocery store. He decided to
come notth with the encouragement of an
African-American girl named Ida, who was
employed by Professor Thomas Metcalf of Illinois
State Normal University.
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Harris was first employed at the University as
a jack-of-all-trades, and eventually he married Ida.
He gained respect from the faculty of Illinois State
for his hard work and dedication, earning an
appointment as janitor of the new training school
at a salary of $480 a year in 1892.
Carter and Ida Harris also ran a successful
catering business for many years. They proved to
be popular caterers with the general community
and also catered many university functions such
as the junior-senior banquet. The couple lived
frugally and invested wisely the money earned in
48 years of service to the University.
Harris was transferred to the new gymnasium,
now known as Cook Hall, when it was completed in 1898. According to Marshall, he "regarded
the new post as a promotion, a reward, and a
sacred tmst." During his time at the 6>ymnasium,
he befriended the boys who participated in
spotts. He was a staunch supporter of the athletic
teams, rejoicing in their victories and consoling
them in defeat.

Marshall notes that Harris had an impact on
students' academic life as well. "Often when a
boy was discouraged, hungry, and about to quit
school, a word and a loan from Carter Harris
would tide him over to receive his diploma."
Harris was highly respected by everyone on
campus as well as in the community. He was a
well-known citizen, a recognized Bible scholar,
and also served as the director of the Normal
Building & Loan Association.
The decision to name the physical plant in
Harris's honor was a fitting tribute. The plant was
a much-needed campus improvement that served
as an important coordination point. The shop
areas allowed employees to perform plumbing,
electrical, welding, carpentry, painting, and refmishing work. In 1966, with the addition of walkietalkies for maintenance staff members, supervisors
were able to keep track of employees and to
check their progress without leaving their offices.
The storage areas held paint, furniture, office
supplies, and hand tools that formerly had no
permanent storage space. The new complex also
included gasoline pumps and space to park 35
staff cars, 64 maintenance cars, tractors, mowers,
and snowplows.
Today the building remains not only a hub
for maintenance operdtions that keep the
University's classrooms, offices, and residential
halls in good repair but a fitting memorial for the
hard work and character of a man still respected
and remembered by the campus community.

Carter Harris Physical Plant includes office, shop, and storage areas plus gasoline pumps and parking space for university
vehicles of all kinds.
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UniversityNews
Alumnae top teachers
in three states
Three alumnae from Illinois State
University's College of Education were
named Teacher of the Year in their
respective states in the spring.
Judy (Foss) Bieze is Idaho
Teacher of the Year; Cathy Bissoondial
is Illinois Teacher of the Year; and
Lauren Mittennann is Wisconsin
Teacher of the Year.
Bieze, a 1970 elementary education major, teaches first grade at
Hayden Lake Elementary School in
Coeur d'Alene, Idal10. She has taught a
cross-age class consisting of first and
second graders. Prior to teaching in
Ida!Jo, Bieze taught in Guam and
Scotland. She previously received tl1e
1998 Teacher of the Year for her
school district, as well as Elementary
Teacher of tl1e Year.
Bissoondial, a 1971 elementary
education major and 1994 education
master's degree recipient, teaches
fourth grade at Glenn Elementary
School in Nonna!. Her classes connect
with area senior citizens through the
McLean County Senior Citizen Pen Pal
Project and learn about the environment through Bissoondial's Kids for
Saving Earth Club.
Mittennann, also a 1971 elementary education major, teaches sixth
grade language art5, reading, and
social studies at Gibraltar School in
Fish Creek, Wisconsin. lier background as a published poet and freelance writer, along with her teaching
position, helped her earn a grant from
the National Geographic Foundation to
become a Wisconsin geographic
teacher consultant. Previouslya newspaper correspondent and a freelance
writer, she has taught special education and Chapter 1 mathematics and
was a migrant education teacher.

Dissertation wins
national honor
Illinois State University doctoral
graduate Kip Strasma has received the
national Hugh Bums Award for the
best dissertation in the fields of computers and composition studies. One
individual each year receives the Bums
Award for a dissertation of exceptional
merit.
Strasma's dissertation, titled "Sites
of Disjuncture: ReadingtWriting
Hyperfiction," also won the Clarence
W. Sorensen Distinguished Dissertation
Award at Illinois State. The Sorensen
Award honors the doctoral dissertation
deemed to be the best produced in a
given academic year.
Strasma earned his Ph.D. in
English studies and his Master of Arts
in rhetoric and composition at Illinois
State.
The Bums selection committee
commended Strasma for "his fine
interdisciplinary effort ...which contributed substantially and concretely to
the intersection of narrative theory and
hyperfiction."
Strasma's dissertation director,
English professor James Kalmbach,
noted that the dissertation "is a study
which examines some of the newest
technological innovations in fiction
and computer technology for the pur-
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Building today
for a better tomorrow
Illinois State has 17 million-dollar projects under way or in
some phase of planning on campus this summer. Major projects that
are in construction will eliminate a k'akagc problem in Milner Plaza,
result in a Pcrfonning Arts Center, and create an additional
parking deck.
The budgets of these major capital projects total $85.2 million.
Figure in an additional 90 construction projects, each with a project
budget of less than $1 million, and the total dollar volume of current design
and construction activity of all 107 projects on campus is $91.7 million.
One of the most obvious is construction of the Milner Plaza project, which
is estimated to cost $1.1 million and should be completed by earlyAugust. The
project involves constructing a canopy that covers most of the plaza in front of
Milner Library as a mt'aIIS to stop leaks that have occurred for years.
"In looking at the various solutions available, it was dctennined that the
best way to keep water from entering tl1c first floor of the library was to create
another roof over the existing 'roof,' which is the plaza," explained Rick
Kent71cr, director of Facilities Planning.
The canopy is the same material as the roof of Redbird Arena and
will serve two purposes. "It ,viii greatly reduce the number of leaks in
the plaza, and it will create a new outdoor space for a variety of functions,"
Kent1Jer said.
The Pcrfonning Arts Center is also under construction on the southeast corner of tl!c Quad. Its estimated cost is $18 million, and it should be readyfor a

The Performing Arts Center,
rendering below, will house
an 800-seat concert hall and
a 450-seat theatre.
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An elegant, fabric canopy, rendering above, will turn Milner Library
Plaza, left, into an inviting outdoor
space.

first perfonnance by fall 2001. The building will be home to pc1fonnances
of both the tl1eatrc and music department~.
Anew parking deck is near completion cast of the tennis courts on
University Street. The deck, estimated to cost $4 million, ,viii provide parking
for nearly 600 vehicles and will benefit individuals attending events at the
Perfomling Arts Center or taking evening classes.
Edwards Hall is being remodeled as the University prepares a home for
Mennonite College of Nursing. The college became a part of Illinois State in
July. Labs, offices, and classrooms ,viii be created in Edwards Hall.
Work continues as part of a five-year plan to rehabilitate Fclmlcy Hall.
The Departments of Geography-Geology and Hcaltl1 Sciences as well as
Biological Sciences ,viii use the building. The next three years will be
dedicated to inlproving the mechanical and electrical systems in tl!c building.
At the same time Moulton Hall is undergoing remodeling to provide an
improved space for the Physics Department, which will move from its first
floor location to the in1proved space on tl1c upper floors. The first floor will
then be remodeled to house tlic Registration Office, which is scheduled to
move to Moulton in approximately two years.
In addition to tl!csc projects, work continues in the Quad
on a utility tunnel and stonn sewer.

Work on the Performing Arts Center can be tracked on the
Web by visiting www.arts.ilstu.edu/theatre/ theatre.html.

pose of shedding light on a very old
question: How do a tc>achcr and group
of students come together to make
meaning out of new and confusing
tcxt.s?"

Student joins elite
group in Washington
An Illinois State University student
was among just eight college students
nationwide invited to Washington, D.C.,
to discuss Access America for
Students, a program unveiled by Vice
President Al Gore earlier this year.
Brian Kelly, a sophomore majoring in speech communication, met
with the seven other students and officials from the Department of
Education in the nation's capital in the
spring.
Gore envisions Access America for
Students as a partnership between federal agencies, students, schools, and
the lending community to deliver government services electronically. "We
need to make effective use of today's
technology to improve citizen services
and reduce government costs," Gore
said in announcing the project.
"This pilot program will provide
the basis for continued efforts to make
on-line government transactions available not only to students but also to
any customers who wish to receive
services electronically."
Goals of the program include
building a common process for electronic access to government across

agencies, testing the use of electronic

The totals for each college were

ID (digital signature) to complete

Arts and Sciences, 784 undergraduate,

transactions with the government and
other parties over the Internet, creating an electronic student account
based on commercial financial infrastructure to support the delivery of student aid, and testing modem electronic commerce tools to improve customer service.

103 graduate degrees; Applied Science
and Technology, 606 undergraduate,
SO graduate degrees; Business, 419
undergraduate, 23 graduate degrees;
Education, 342 undergraduate, 59
graduate degrees; and Fine Arts, 123
undergraduate, 21 graduate degrees.

Students win
NCAA championship trip

Thousands celebrate
commencement
Family and friends joined the
2,247 students who participated in
Illinois State University's 140th annual
commencement May8. Of the total
number of graduates, 1,966 were
undergraduates and 281completed
graduate degrees.

Illinois State University professors
use many teaching strategics to motivate students. Marketing professor
Linda Showers found one that helped a
team of three of her students gain airfare, hotel accommodations, and game
tickets for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association men's basketball
championship game in March.
The trip grew from a project that
started ,vith a visit from Steve Samek,
the country managing partner of
Arthur Andersen & Co. Samek can1e to
Showcrs's "Introduction to Marketing
Management" class last semester to
talk to the 220 students about marketing analysis and positioning strategy.
Showers tlicn assigned 80 teams to
write recommendations to Andersen
about increasing its visibility and reputation with tl!c college student market.
Of the 80 tcanis, Colm Brewer of
Riverton, Erika Eathcrton of
Barrington, and Anthony Nilles ofJoliet
"went the extra mile by providing ere-

alive executions and packaging." They
impressed Andersen's marketing and
recruiting departments with their
ideas, which included Web page
design and layout.
Andersen representatives were
looking specifically for submissions
that tied marketing concepts to business goals, presented an integrated
campaign, offered creative ideas,
demonstrated initiative, showed a clear
understanding of Andersen's current
campaign, developed ideas to leverage
it, and effectively built a case for the
ideas presented.
"It seemed that there was no end
to the creative ideas put forth by
Showers's marketing students," Samek
said, adding that tl!e students "certainly helped us in ways we never imagined. We plan to share these ideas witl!
our offices and incorporate some of
their thinking into our college outreach."
"It's rare that students get the
chance to review actual customer
research results and hear firsthand the
application of the findings," Showers
said. "All in all, this was a tremendous
experience for the students and a wonderful example of industry partnership."
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Rick Greenspan, former Illinois
State athletic director, said he had a
strong feeling about Richardson's hiring but still conducted an exhaustive
Richardson named
search.
men's basketball coach
"I was committed to finding
Tom Richardson, an assistant
the best coach for our program,"
coach at Illinois State University for
Greenspan said. "It became clear
the last six seasons, was named the
to me that the selection of Tom
school's 16th head basketball coach in
Richardson wasn't right because it was
the spring. He succeeds Kevin
easy; it was easy because it was right.
Stallings, who left to accept the head
"As a teacher of the game, he is
coaching job at Vanderbilt University.
outstanding. As an honest, ethical,
Richardson
hardworking procame to Normal as a
fessional, he is
hire under Stallings
tremendous. And
when he came to
as a recruiter, his
Illinois State in
traits, lifestyle, per1993. During the
sonality and relasubsequent six seationships will prove
sons, lliinois State
very fruitful."
enjoyed one of the
Richardson
most successful
indicated that he
runs in its history.
will retain assistant
The Redbirds posted
coaches Chad
a record of 123-63
Altadonna and Alvin
with two National
Williamson in their
Collegiate Athletic
current roles and
Tom Richardson
Association (NCAA)
will look to hire
Tournament
another assistant.
appearances, two National Invitational
He did not set a timetable for that
Tournament (NlT) appearances, two
hiring.
Missouri Valley Conference (MVC)
Although pleased \vith Illinois
regular season championships, and
State's success during the past six
two MVC postseason tournament titles.
seasons, Richardson said he will
Richardson said his experiences
work to add to the impressive list
on the Illinois State campus and his
of accomplishments.
knowledge of the school's basketball
"We always talked about raising
tradition heightened his excitement for
the bar," Richardson said. "Kevin
the position.
raised the bar and brought this pro"I was obviously very excited," he
gram to some great heights. I hope to
said. 'Just the tradition of Illinois State
continue to raise the level of competibasketball and tl1e players and coaches
tion and success. It won't be easy; it
who have preceded me here make this
wasn't easy for Kevin, but I want to be
very special. It is an honor to be listed
better tl1an what we have been."
among that group of people.
Richardson's first season will be
"I have lived in Illinois my whole
interesting. He will welcome back sevlife, and I always recognized that
eral key players from last season's
Illinois State was a great institution
injury-riddled 16-15 club, but he will
with a great basketball environment."
also be integrating six new players.

Athletics

·
• An Illinois State University health
information management major,
working as an intern at a medical
center, identified a potential
$200,000 reimbursement shortfall while doing a billing audit in
1999. The medical center hired
the student.
• John Pryor, Department of
Psychology, is one of the most frequently cited researchers in the
social sciences on the topic of
sexual harassment. He has contributed to briefs on sexual
harassment presented to the U.S.
Supreme Court and has served as
an expert witness and consultant
on discrinlination cases·for the
U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and for
private attomeys from coast to
coast. Accounts of his research
have appeared in the national
press and on national public
tele"1sion.

Summer 1999

"We have great kids," Richardson
said. "They are very likable and a lot
of fun to be around. I am excited to
make a greater impact on their lives
on and off the court.
"We are potentially a very skilled
and dangerous team. Last year's experiences will definitely help us. Alot of
young players got valuable playing
time. If we can avoid some of the difficulties we encountered last season,
I believe the components are there,
along with the incoming recruits, to
make a run at the Missouri Valley
championship."
As a player at Saint xavier College
in Chicago, Richardson was the outstanding senior in 1977 and was a
team captain in 1976 and 1977. He
was inducted into the school's athletic
hall of fame in 1991.
The native Chicagoan graduated
from Saint xavier in 1977 with a
degree in social studies. He received
his master's in physical education from
Chicago State University in 1986.
Before coming to Illinois State,
Richardson was 193-146 in 13 seasons
as the head coach at Naz.areth Academy
High School in LaGrange, a suburb of
Chicago. He started the boys basketball
program there in 1979 and did so with
13 juniors. During his last 10 years at
Nazareth, his teams were 182-84 with
two regional, three conference, and
seven tournament championships.
His 1991 team was the only undefeated team in the state of lllinois rlirough
the regular season \"1th a record of
25-0. It finished 28-1 after losing to
eventual state champion Proviso Ea~t
in the Class AA sectional finals.
Richardson, Nazareth's athletic
director from 1989 to 1993, w:L5 the
Illinois Basketball Coaches Association
District Coach of the Year i.n 1984 and
1991. He began his high school
coaching career at his Chicago alma
mater, Marist, where he was an assistant from 1977 to 1979.

"I look foiward to recruiting the
high schools in Illinois, and Chicago
will be a focal point because of my
natural ties to that area and the wealth
of talent available there," Richardson
said.

Yopp named women's
basketball coach
Jenny Yopp was named the new
head women's basketball coach at
Illinois State University in the spring.
Yopp comes to the position with
winning experiences as a player at the
University of North Carolina, as an
assistant coach at both the University
of Maine and Tulane University, and as
a head coach at
Portland State
University. Most
recently she led
Portland State from
Division Il status to
second place in the
Big Sky Conference
in just three years.
The VJ.kings
were 18-10 overall,
12-4 in the Big Sky
and finished second
in the league tourney in the 1998-99
season. It was
Jenny Yopp
Portland's first year
of eligibility for Big Sky regular-season
and postseason titles. Picked seventh
by the media and fifth by the coacl1es
in the preseason poll, the Vikings
stunned the league with a 12-4 mark
and second-place finish behind Cal
State-Nortluidge.
Yopp succeeds Jill Hutchison, who
retired after 28 years and 460 victories
at Illinois State. Rick Greenspan, former athletic director, saw Yopp's
potential tl1rough the hiring process.
'Jenny has tl1e passion and commitment to the game, plus the coaching track record, to be successful,"

he said. "We're counting on her to
return our women's basketball program to a level of competitiveness and
visibility we strive for."
Yopp is excited about leading the
Redbirds.
"The people and the leadership
at Illinois State are terrific," she said.
"The future is exciting. I'm looking
foiward to going out and telling the
outstanding players in Illinois and
around the country about the great
potential and opportunities at Illinois
State."
Yopp began her playing career
at North Carolina as a walk-on, but
became a starter as a junior and a
scholarship player as a point guard.
Before her
building effort at
Portland State, she
was the top assistant
coach at Tulane,
where she played a
key role in the stepping stones of success during her five
seasons. The Green
Wave reached the
National Invitational
Tournament (NIT)
in 1994, then the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association
Tournament in 1995
and 1996, Yopp's final two years in
New Orleans.
After receiving her bachelor's
degree in health and physical education from North Carolina in 1989,
Yopp was
a graduate assistant coach at Maine,
helping the Black Bears win the 1990
and 1991 North Atlantic Conference
championships and reach the 1991
NIT.

Points of pride
• Alumnus Patrick Cotter was a lead
prosecutor in the trial that resulted in the conviction ofJohn Gotti,
the infamous Mafia boss.
• The Illinois State University individual events team is one of the
premier forensics teams in the
country. The team won the 1999
National Forensic Association's
national championship, advancing
12 students to the national final
rounds and establishing a school
record. Since 1990 the team has
been ranked consistently in the
top three in the country, finishing
tl1e decade ranked first.
• Distinguished Professor Laura
Berk, Department of Psychology,
is an internationally renowned
researcher in the field of child
development. She is the author of
three best-selling child development textbooks: Infants, Children,
and Adolescents; Child DevekJpment; and DevekJpment Through
the Lifespan.

• Mennonite College of Nursing at
Illinois State University was the
first independent college of nursing to earn accreditation by the
National League for Nursing.
• Alumnus Greg Robinson was
voted 1998 Iowa Elementary
School Principal of the Year.
The National Association of
Elementary Principals also recognized him in Washington, D.C.,
as a National Distinguished
Principal.
• Illinois State University accounting
students Eric Heagy and Yan Hu
received the Excel Award from the
Illinois Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) Society in
1998. The award is presented
annually to Illinois candidates finishing within the top 120 scores
nationally on the CPA exam,
achieving a score of 80 or greater
on all sections of the test.

• With one of America's first microcomputer labs in the fine arts, the
University is a pioneer in assimilating technology into the performance and teaching of theatre
and art.
• Student Healtl1 Sernce physician
Dennis Cappitelli was named
Doctor of the Year in 1998 by his
peers in the Illinois Osteopathic
Medical Society.
• The graduation rate of black/nonHispanic freshmen at Illinois State
is the second highest in the state,
and the graduation rate of
Hispanic freshmen is fourth
highest.
• The Chemistry Department,
among the top 25 producers of
American Chemical Society-certifled Bachelor of Science degree
chemists in the country for the
past two decades, was ranked
15th in 1998.

• Alumna Carole Welch Venliaus
was honored as Educator of the
Year and selected as one of the
top 20 secondary school teachers
in Texas in 1998.
• Several alumni and faculty members have won the prestigious
Joseph Jefferson Award, including
Gary Griffin, Cal McLean, John
Stark, and Dan Rivkin. Rivkin is
cofounder of the Famous Door
Theatre Company in Chicago,
which has garnered a total of 15
Jefferson Awards for excellence in
its productions since 1991.
• The American Marketing
Association student chapter has
been named the international
chapter of the year three timesan unprecedented honor in the
nation.
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UniversityNews
October
2 NORTHERN IOWA*
(Homecoming)
3:30p.m.
9 INDIANA STATE*
lp.m.
(Family Day)
16 @South Florida
6p.m.
23 @ Southern Illinois* 1:30 p.m.
30 @Youngstown State*
3 p.m.
November
6

WESTERN IllINOIS*
(Senior Day)
1 p.m.
13 @ Ea.stem Illinois
1:30 p.m.
• Gateway Football Conference game

Home games, in caps, are at Hancock SL1dium.
Dates and times arc all C.entral Standard Time
and arc subjt-ct to change.

Kevin Glenn

Glenn attends
leadership conference
Record-setting Illinois State
University quarterback Kevin Glenn
was one of 300 student-athletes selected to attend the third annual National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCM)
Foundation Leadership Conference
May 31-Junc 4 at Lake Buena Vista,
Florida.
Glenn, a junior from Detroit,
Michigan, was chosen from 850 nominations submitted by 237 institutions
representing all three NCAA divisions.
"It was a very unique opportunity
to associate with good leaders from
around the nation," Illinois State head
football coach Todd Berry said. "I
hope he can bring back some things
that will help our team, our department, and himself; but I also recognize
the type of young man and leader that
Kevin already is, and I am certain he
had something to contribute to the
others who attended."
Participants engaged in a variety
of developmental activities designed to
enhance their communication, decision-making, and problem-solving
skills, all in an effort to further prepare them for an active leadership role
on their campuses.
Glenn was the third Redbird athlete to be selected for the conference.
Last year Jay Anderson from the baseball team and Heather Stella from the
softball team were chosen.

Football team anticipates
successful season
Most of the faces are the same. If
the results are similarly repetitive, those
faces will be smiling from ear to car.
With only a couple exceptions,
Illinois State University returns nearly
all of the football team that last year
accomplished an 8-4 mark, the
school's first-ever appearance in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) 1-M playoffs and a seasonending ranking in each of the three
national polls.
Todd Berry, the reigning Gateway
Conference Coach of the Year, continues a football renaissance that has
produced 30 school records in three
years. This club will certainly enter the
campaign under the spotlight of a
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national ranking, something that has
happened only one other time in
school history. Perhaps never has a
Redbird football season been more
anticipated than the one now
approaching.
Three all-Americans return, quarterback Kevin Glenn, wide receiver
Rickey Garrett, and linebacker Galen
Scott. Of that trio, only Garrett is a
senior, a fact that shines a rather
favorable light on seasons to come.
Glenn, a junior, will likely eclipse
the 6,000-yard mark for career passing this season and etch his name
among those to be considered for the
Walter Payton Award, the highest individual honor in 1-M football.
The defense ~'Witched to a 4-4
alignment in the spring, and the
results were pleasing. Recruiting
efforts aimed at getting more speed on
the defensive side of the ball are now
paying dividends. Scott, who appears
destined to become the school's alltime tackler, leads the way after racking up a Gateway-best 175 stops last
season.
Tempering the outlook is the fact
that the Redbirds must replace allAmerican defensive lineman and
Cincinnati Bengel signee Chad Pegues
and tangle with a schedule that yields
just five home games and a first-ever
encounter (Division I era) with a Big
Ten opponent, Minnesota.
Still, with the high-powered
offense returning almost completely
intact after averaging 36.1 points per
game last season and with a newly
schemed and faster defense, Illinois
State figures to be in position to carry
a national ranking from wire to wire
and make another run at postseason
play.
For tickets, call the Redbird Arena
ticket office at (309) 438-8000.

1999 Illinois State
football schedule
Se(!tember
2 TRUMAN STATE
11 SOUTHFAST
MISSOURI ~iATE
18 @ Minnesota
25 SOUfHWEST
MISSOURI STATE*

6p.m.
6p.m.
1:30 p.m.
7p.m.

Morgan thinks team
· up to the challenge
As the Illinois State University volleyball tradition grows, so do the
expectations to build on it. But coach
Julie Morgan believes her team has the
talent and potential to extend a streak
of three straight National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) bids, continue to contend for the Missouri
Valley Conference (MVC) title, and win
national recognition as well.
It's a young squad-11 of 16 candidates are freshmen or sophomores.
But they will have to be ready early.
Another tough nonconfcrcnce schedule begins with No. 7 University of
Wisconsin September 3 in the opening
round of the 1999 lllinois State
Invitational at Redbird Arena. The
Badgers are the first of six Redbird
nonconfcrcnce opponents who
reached the 1998 NCAA tournament.
The team lost key contributors
from last year-Marisa Brickley is the
Valley's all-time set assist leader; outside hitter Michelle Kutcher was an allregion selection; and Nikki McCleary
was the kind of team leader who made
a difference on the floor.
Leading the pa.ck of returning
players is junior all-America candidate
Kendra Haselhorst, a 6-2 middle
blocker who already ranks among the
Redbird career leaders in blocking.
Her .325 career hitting percentage has
her on a pace to break not only the
Redbird record but the Missouri Valley
career mark as well. She and sophomore middle Jenny Kabbes, Illinois
State's leading hitter in 1998, gave the
Redbirds back-to-back Missouri Valley
Conference Newcomer of the Year
winners in 1997 and 1998.
The top candidate to succeed
Brickley is sophomore Becky Weber,
who performed well last year when
Brickley was hurt late in the season.
Competition comes from 5-11 freshman Lindsay Hoyt.
New faces must emerge at the outside hitting posts to go with senior
Julie Cress, a starter most of la.st year
who has had to shake off a long list of
injuries during her career. As freshmen, BCorbin, Abby Lewis, and
Megan Stephenson saw limited match
time in 1998 but have plenty of opportunity to cam spots this year.
Although freshmen have a tough
time cracking Illinois State lineups,

Morgan isn't afraid to give them the
opportunity. That means Hoyt, middle
blocker Megan O'Connell, plus outside
hitters Erin Jones and Julie Washburn
could cam playing time from the start
of the season.
In the back row, three-year regular Kathleen Fitzpatrick and 1998
freshman discovery Katie Pignatiello
saw the most back-row playing time
last year. Stacy Tanner, back from a
midseason arm injury suffered last
year, gives the Redbirds another
potential leader among the defensive
specialists.
Morgan faces the double-edged
challenge of molding younger players
into the lineup while they face top
competition. If the veteran players step
forward and the younger players
develop, the Redbirds could be right
where they usually a.re at tl1e end of
the season: ready to accept their 12th
NCAA bid.

1999 Illinois State
volleyball schedule
September
3 WISCONSIN
7 p.m.
(Illinois State Invitational)
4 RHODE ISLAND
2 p.m.
(Illinois State Invitational)
4 WASHINGTON
7 p.m.
(Illinois State Invitational)
8 @ Illinois
7 p.m.
10 NORTHERN IOWA*
7 p.m.
11 BRADLEY*
7 p.m.
14 @ Indiana State*
7 p.m.
16 @ Georgia Tech
7 p.m.
17 @Clemson
7p.m.
(Clemson Invitational)
18 vs. Furman
10:30a.m.
(Clemson Invitational)
21 UW-MILWAUKEE
7p.m.
@
Creighton*
24
7p.m.
7p.m.
25 @Drake*
7 p.m.
29 USVL (Exhibition)
October
1 SW MISSOURI ST.*
2 WICHITA STATE*
8 @ Southern Illinois *
9 @ Evansville *
12 @ Northern Illinois
16 INDIANA S'OO'E*
22 DRAKE*
23 CREIGHTON*
29 @Wichita State*
30 @ SW Missouri St.*
November
3 @Notre Dame
5 EVANSVILLE*

6

SOlJfHERN IllINOIS*
12 @ Bradley*
13 @ Northern Iowa*
17-22
MVC Championship

6p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.

7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.

Letters
Editor's note: Letters to the
editor on issues discussed in Illinois
State Today or relating to university
news or policies are welcome and
encouraged All letters are subject
to editing/or length and clarity.
Send your thoughts by E-mail to
sjblyst@ilstu.edu orfax letters to
(309) 438-841 I. Letters also may be
mailed to Illinois State University,
Illinois State Today, CamJnts Box
3420, Nonna4 IL 61790-3420.
To the Editor:
I read ,vith pride your article in
the winter 1998-99 issue of Illinois
State Today regarding domestic partner benefit~. I want to commend university officials who had the foresight
to acknowledge a commitment to
"embracing more diverse relationships
that arc increasingly becoming a part
of mainstream society." This is major
progress from policies of dismissing
pregnant students, leaving the can1pus
to smoke, and other so-called moral
codes that were in effect when I graduated in 1954.
Having also been a staff member
(director of Financial Aid, 1963-70)
and a member of the Alumni
Association Board of Directors for
several years, AND being in a domestic
partnership, I continue to take great
pride in Illinois State University and
feel much more loyalty there than I do
to the University of Illinois, where my
M.S. and Ph.D. were ca.med.
MayIllinois State continue to be
directed by people with foresight and
fairness.
By the way, if there are others
enjoying retirement here in Tucson,
Arizona, the sunniest city in the United
States, where I've been located for five
yea.rs, I would welcome contacts.
Jerry Curl '54
To the Editor:
I am writing to ask that you pass
on my congratulations and commendation to Ma.rabeth Clapp and Diana
McCauley for the recent offering of
domestic partner benefits to university
employees. It was a pleasant and
entirely welcome surprise to read of
this development in the most recent
issue of Illinois State Today.
When I was a student at Illinois
State University in the early 1980s, I
never imagined that such a program
would be possible anywhere. However,
I am thrilled to learn that both my
alma mater and my employer have
taken this bold and humanitarian step
in the last few months. You arc to be
applauded for recogni1ing the contribution and worth of all university
employees.
Linda Bradshaw '81

TBA

• Missouri Valley Conference match
Home games, in caps, arc at Redbird Arena.
Dates and times arc all Central Standard Time
and are subject to change.

Illinois State Today

HOMECOMING
ATTRACTIONS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2

Red and White Day

Parade

Wear your school colors to show your loyalty and pride!

Noon

Homecoming Academy

The parade begins at College Avenue and University Street and
ends at Locust Street. Participate in "Mulberry Madness" by watching
the parade from Mulberry Street, where face painting, a tattoo station, other children's activities, food, and beverages will be available.

10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Bone Student Center, Second Floor West Lounge
No matter how long you have been away from campus, you
can be a student again at Homecoming Academy. It is the perfect
opportunity to experience the joy of learning at two different
sessions without any concern about papers, projects, or tests.
Advanced registration is preferred.You can preregister by
completing the form on page 15. Best of all, tuition is free.
In the spirit of Homecoming, the sessions reflect on history the
present, and the future.You may attend one or both sessions. Either
choice gives you plenty of time to enjoy the Homecoming Kickoff
luncheon.

10:30-11:30 a.m. Margaret Thatcher and Thatcherism,
Earl Reitan, Professor of History Emeritus
• Dr. Reitan will discuss the political career of
Margaret Thatcher, the principles she espoused, the changes
she brought to Britain, and her successors John Major and
Tony Blair. The presentation will conclude with an assessment of the influence ofThatcherism on the present world
economy.

2-3 p.m. Sex, Lies, and the Death Penalty: Current Issues in
the Trial Court, W. Charles Witte '71, presiding judge of the
McLean County Circuit Court
• Judge Witte will discuss the future of the juvenile court's
involvement with abused and neglected children as well
as with children who commit criminal acts. He will also
comment on current legal issues of interest including the
status of the death penalty.

Homecoming Kickoff Luncheon
Guest speaker Claire (Goldstein) Berger '77,
Inside TV: Q&A
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Bone Student Center, Old Main Room
Claire Berger has dedicated her career to making people laugh.
And laugh you will when she shares her stories about the world
behind the camera. Berger speaks from experience. Her credits
include doing warm up for the studio audiences of Murphy
Brown, Seinfeld, Night Court, and many other shows.
Luncheon reservations must be made in advance. Please use the
order form on page 15 or call Alumni Services at (800) 366-4478
or (309) 438-2586. The deadline for reservations is September 22.

Summer 1999

Alumni Tent Tailgating
12:30-3:30 p.m.
Ropp Agriculture Building Lot
The Alumni Tent area is the place for alumni and friends to meet
before the football game. Whether you're coming back to campus
for a reunion-or just planning to meet your friends before the
Redbird game-stop by the tent. President Victor John Boschini Jr.
will be there to meet you. Bring your own tailgate fixings or
purchase refreshments at the tent. Music will add to the fun.
Don't miss this new Homecoming tradition!

SPECIAL REUNION GROUPS
Classes of '49, '54, and '59, Blackfriars, Swimming and Diving
Teams, and ORL staff
Complete details on special reunion events will be mailed to
group members. If you have not received your information by
mid-August, please contact Alumni Services at (309) 438-2586 or
(800) 366-4478. For the complete reunion schedule please visit
the Alumni Services Website at www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu.

HOSPITALITY HEADQUARTERS
AND REUNION REGISTRATION
Friday, 3-7 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Circus Room, Bone Student Center
Make Hospitality Headquarters your first stop on campus.
You can browse through old yearbooks, pick up a Homecoming
souvenir, or get a temporary Redbird tattoo. If you are a member
of a reunion group, this is the place to pick up your reunion packet.
Your hosts on Friday will be:
3-5 p.m.
Honors Alumni Network
5-7 p.m.
Alumni of Student Government
Your hosts on Saturday will be:
Office of Residential Life Alumni
9-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Black Colleagues Association
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Homecoming'99
Toy Story
7 and 10 p.m., Gapen Cinema, Edwards
Hall 209
Sponsor: Capen Cinema Board
Admission: $2 for students with
valid Illinois State University ID;
$3 general admission
This animated comedy features the voice
of Illinois State alumna Laurie Metcalf '76.

Hercules and Other
Superhero Stars!
7:30 p.m., Illinois State University
Planetarium
Admission: $1-$2
This show familiarizes children and
their families with key concepts
about the stars.
(also Saturday at 10:30 am.)

Wednesday,
September 29

Bonfire

Business Week Keynote Events

Homecoming Academy

3 p.m., Keynote Address, Braden
Auditorium, Bone Student Center
Admission: Free

10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m., Second Floor
West Lounge, Bone Student Center
Admission: Free. Advance registration is
preferred. Call (309) 438-2586.
• Professor Emeritus Earl Reitan of the
Department of History will discuss
"Margaret Thatcher and Thatcherism" at
10:30 a.m.
• Judge W Charles Witte '71, presiding
judge of the McLean County Circuit Court
Family Division, will discuss "Sex, Lies,
and the Death Penalty: Current Issues in
the Trial Court" at 2 p.m.

This year's Business Week theme is
"Managing Risk in the 21st Century." The
keynote speaker for these College of
Business-sponsored events is Philip F.ngel,
president of CNA, a Chicago-based
insurance giant.

Thursday,
September 30
Business Week Alumni Activities
Old Main Room, Bone Student Center
• 1-2 p.m., Alumni Panel Presentation
• 2-3 p.m., Reception
TI1ese activities are sponsored by the
College of Business as pat1 of its annual
Business Week observance.

Special Event:
Stand-up Improv Games
7 p.m., Circus Room,
Bone Student Center
Admission: Free
Sponsors: Special !:.vents Committee
Department of Theatre
Comedian/Alumna Claire (Goldstein)
Berger '77, will tickle your funny bone
with her special slant on humor.

Friday,
October 1

Homecoming 1999 Kickoff
Luncheon
Noon-1:30 p.m., Old Main Room, Bone
Student Center
Admission: $8 (Advance registration is
required.)
Comedian/Alumna Claire (Goldstein)
Berger '77 1vill tal,e you "Inside 1V," a
behind-the-scenes look at the production
of tclc,1sion progran1s.
111e deadline for purchasing tickets
is September 22. To ordc1; call
(309) 438-2586; \1Sit Hovey Hall 401; or
write Illinois State t;nivcrsity, Attn:
Julie Barnhill, Campus Box 3200,
Normal, IL 61790-3200.

Homecoming 1999 Hospitality
Headquarters and Reunion
Registration
3-7 p.m., Bone Student Center

Red/White Day
Show your spirit by wearing red and
white, the school colors. Members of the
University community and campus visitors
are encouraged to participate.

Ringing of Old Main Bell: A
Homecoming Tradition

School Law Conference

5 p.m., on the Quad
Sponsor: Special Events Committee
Join your friends for this Homecoming
1999 celebration and enjoy the contests,
giveaways, food, and music.

9 a.m.-4 p.m., Professional
Development Center I 13/1 I 4
This conference-sponsored by the
Department of Educational Administration
and Foundations, the Association of
School Administrators, and the Illinois
Principals Association-is provided as a
service to alumni and area school administrators. The focus \vill be on legal issues
in K-12 education. Call (309) 438-5422
for information.

College of Business
Department Gathering
10 a.m., Williams Hall

College of Business
Ice Cream Social
11 a.m.-1 p.m., Williams Hall
Admission: Free

3:30 p.m., on the Quad

Block Party

Volleyball vs_ Southwest
Missouri State
6 p.m., Redbird Arena
Tickets will be available at the door, or
call (309) 438-8000.

Office of Residential Life Alumni
Welcome Reception
7-10:30 p.m., Watterson Food Court,
Fell Private Dining Room

Torchlight Parade
7p.m.
Sponsors: Special Events Committee,
Student Alumni Council
Follow the fire! Join Illinois State athletes, band members, students, faculty,
and staff as they \vind their way across
campus from the block party on the Quad
to the bonfire.
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8 p.m., near University High School
tennis courts
Sponsor: Special Events Committee
Celebrate Homecoming 1999 \vith the
traditional bonfire. There will be food,
entertainment, and fireworks.

Marching Band Alumni Reception
8 p.m., Damon's (Veterans Parkway at
Fort Jesse Road)
Costs on your own. Call (309) 438-2586
for details.

Black Colleagues Association
Hospitality Suite
8 p.m.-midnight, Peabody Room,
Holiday Inn-Normal

Les Liaisons Dangereuses
8 p.m., Allen Theatre, Centennial Ea5t
Call (309) 438-2535 for tickets.
(also Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m.)

Saturday,
October 2
Office of Residential Life
Reunion Golf Outing
7-11:30 a.m., University Golf Course
Call (309) 438-8611 for info1mation.

Homecoming 1999 Alumni Band
8:30 a.m., Check-in, Cook Hall
There \vill be special Alumni Band
seating at the football game.
For lunch reservations and cost, call
(309) 438-2I 66.

Hall of Fame Brunch and
Induction
9 a.m., Ballroom, Bone Student Center
Admission: $5

Mennonite College of Nursing
Registration and Brunch
9 a.m., 1857 Room,
Bone Student Center
Advance registration is required. call
the college at (309) 438-7400.

Office of Residential Life
Reunion Open House
9:30 a.m.-noon, ORL Building,
apartment community centers, and
residence halls

College of Education Luncheon
and Hall of Fame Induction
10 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Replogle
Gymnasium, Thomas Metcalf School
Reservations arc necessary.
Call (309) 438-5415.

InfoTech Open House
10-11 a.m., Center for Information
Systems Technology
Group seating \vill be available at the
football game for InfoTech alumni and
members of their families.

Swim Team Alumni Campus Tour
IO a.m., Meet outside Circus Room,
Bone Student Center

Noon
The parade steps off from the comer of
College and University at a new time this
year and continues east on College to
School Street. The route continues east
on North Street through downtown
Normal to Beaufort Street. The final leg
of the route follows Linden to Mulberry
Street and turns north on School,
ending at Locust Street.

Office of Residential Life
Reunion Family Picnic/Tailgate
12:30-3:30 p.m., West Campus
An Office of Residential Life alumni group

photograph is scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
information.

Tailgating
12:30-3:30 p.m., Ropp Agriculture
Building parking lot and Hancock
Stadium east lot
Join friends for traditional Redbird tailgate fun. Bring your own grill and brats
or burgers.

Alumni Tent
Department of Social Work
Open House
10 a.m.-noon, Rachel Cooper
(third floor)
Meet faculty (new and old) and
renew ftiendships.

Health Sciences
Alumni Open House
10:30 a.m.-noon, Felmley llall 305
The Department of Health Sciences 1\1ll
dedicate several classrooms and host a
light luncheon in new facilities.

Illinois State Celebrates It's
Heritage: Mih1er Library Open
House, More Than Just Books

12:30-3:30 p.m., Ropp Agriculture
Building parking lot
Meet Illinois State University's 16th
president, Victor John Boschini Jr., who
\vill join alumni and fiiends for food, fun,
and fellowship! This is the official gathering site for Illinois State's Young Alwnni.

Mennonite College of Nursing
Open House/Meet the Dean
I p.m., Edwards Hall
I.earn more about the Univcrsitv·s newest
college and meet its dean.

InfoTech Alumni and
Family Lunch
2-3 p.m., on the Quad

l 0:30 a.m.-noon, Milner Library

Enjoy circus, children's, and Illinois State
University materials, including yearbooks,
as well as African art and much more!

PRIDE/friangle Association
Continental Breakfast
10:30 a.m.-noon, Student Services
Building 375

9 a.m.-1 p.m., Bone Student Center
The Tattoo Station will be open from 9 to
11 a.m. (Sponsor: Special ll'vents
Committee)

Chemistry Alumni Continental
Breakfast
10:45 a.m.-noon, Science Laboratory
Building (atrium)

Office of Residential Life
Reunion-Lunch-on-YourOwn-on-Us

• 9:30 a.m., General campus tour
(gather at InfoCenter,
Bone Student Center)
• 10:30 a.m., Visit the top of Watterson
Towers (gather in the Watterson lobby)
Both tours are free and \\1ll include
information regarding recent new
buildings and construction sites of
future buildings.

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Visit your favorite dining center on campus ,vith family and friends and enjoy
lunch compliments of the Office of
Residential Life.

Honors Alumni Reunion

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m., east of Moulton Hall
on School Street

9 a.m., Walker Hall (large lounge)
Group seating \vill be available for Honors
Alumni at the Homecoming football game.
Contact the Honors Alumni Network by
E-mail at han@ilsru.edu for
ticket information.

Parade

Call (309) 438-861I for reservations and

Homecoming 1999 Hospitality
Headquarters and Reunion
Registration

Campus Tours

Hands-on Chemistry
Activities/Demonstrations
11:45 a.m.-1:15 p.m., Cross Plaza
(south entrance to Science
Laboratory Building)
EnjoyFREE popcorn! It's the best kind.

ASSE Coffee Tent

Honors Alumni Open House
11:30 a.m., Honors Program Building
(comer of North and Fell Streets)
Join alumni to watch the parade
from the veranda.

Family and Consumer
Sciences Reception
The department will host a dessert reception prior to the foothall game. Interested
alumni should contact Jan Shane or
Danielle Lindsey at (309) 438-25 I 7 to
make arrangements. Members of the
Classes of 1949, 1954 and, 1959 are
encouraged to contact them to make
arrangements for a special event.

Peoria's Perch
Members of the Peoria Alumni Chapter
\vill gather in Peoria's Perch for the
football game. Call Bill Shaner '87 or
Kristen Shaner '86 at (309) 263-1238
to participate.

Football vs. Northern Iowa
University
3:30 p.m., Hancock Stadium
Tickets 111ll be available at the gate, or
call (309) 438-8000.
The Alamo II/Champion Kick-to-Win
competition will take place at halftime.

Marching Band Alumni Club
Dinner and Social
7 p.m., Garcia's PiZ7.a, 6o3 Dale Street
For costs and reservations, call
(309) 438-2166.
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Homecoming'99
Volleyball vs. Wichita State
7 p.m., Redbird Arena
Tickets will be available at the door, or call
(309) 438-8000.

Sunday,
October 3

.

Enter Kick to Win contest now

.

One graduate and one current student will be selected to compete in
the Kick to Win contest during the Homecoming football game.To be
eligible for the alumni drawing, you must be a graduate of Illinois State
University and plan to attend the football game on Saturday, October 2,
at 3:30 p.m. If your entry is selected, you will be notified on Monday,
September 27 (in plenty of time to practice).

Black Colleagues Association
Scholarship Buffet Brunch

Uncle Buck

10:30 a.m., Peabody Room, Holiday
Inn-Normal
Tickets will be available at the door.

7 and 10 p.m., Capen Cinema,
Edwards Hall 209
Sponsor: Capen Cinema Board
Admission: $2 for students with
valid lllinois State University ID;
$3 general admission
Illinois State alumna Laurie Metcalf '76 is
featured in this John Candy comedy.

Illinois State University
Symphonic Band and Symphonic
Winds Concert
3-4:30 p.m., Ballroom, Bone Student
Center
Admission: Free

Office of Residential Life Reunion
"Casino Cruise"

You will receive a 1999 Homecoming T-shirt that must be worn
when attempting the Kick to Win field goal, two free tickets to the
Illinois State Homecoming football game, an invitation to attend an
Illinois State football team practice and receive kicking tips from
head coach Todd Berry, plus the opportunity to kick a field goal at
halftime. If the kicked ball goes through the upright, you will also win
$250 in Champion merchandise.

All Homecoming 1999 events arc
subject to change or cancellation.

8 p.m.-midnight, The Parrot's Echo,

Vrooman Dining Center

Disability Concerns
If you need an accommodation because
of a disability, call the Disability
Concerns Office at (309) 438-5853
(voice) or (309) 438-8620 (IDD).

Black Colleagues Association
"After Set'' Dance
7 p.m.-midnight, Ballroom, Bone
Student Center
Admission: $15 at the door

To enter, please complete the Kick to Win section of the Homecoming
Order Form below and return it to Alumni Services no later than
Friday, September 24.

For the most up-to-date information, visit the
Homecoming Website at
www.ilstu.edu/depts/ucom/hcstar.html
or the Reunion 1999 Website at
www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu/REUNION/reunion.html

Homecoming Order Form
Homecoming Academy, Friday, October 1

Graduation
Year
-

Name

10:30 a.m. session Number of reservations
Ci!Y___ __

State

ZIP

E-mail address

2 p.m. Session

Number of reservations

Kickoff Luncheon, Friday, October 1, Noon

T-Shirts

Number of reservations at $8 per person

T-shirt (ash/short slceve)-$4
Small _

Large __

Medium

X-Large __

XX-Large

Number of adult tickets at $12

T-shirt (ash/long sleeve)-$8.50
Small _

Football Tickets, Saturday, October 2, 3:30 p.m.

Medium _

Large _

X-Large __

XX-Large _

Large

X-Large _

XX-Large _

Number of youth tickets at $6 _ __
(2 -14)

Sweatshirt (ash)-$11
Small

Medium

0 Please enter my name in the Kick to Win contest
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Kick to Win
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■

The Homecoming logo is red and blue.

■ All shirts are manufactured by Fruit of the

Loom.

Shirts and tickets must be picked up at
the Hospitality Headquarters on Friday, 3 - 7
p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Payment information:
0 I have enclosed a personal check or money order payable to
Illinois State University Alumni Services.
Please charge my O MasterCard O VISA O Discover

.,:J,lf-

f\
•. ),?.

Account Number

w~t,·\

~-

Expiration Date

-

---·----

. ?

i'?).,

--

_..,_.,.

~..,......-~........

All T-Shirt orders must be received by
September 10, 1999

Send order form and payment to:Alumni Services, Illinois State University, Campus Box 3 100, Normal, IL 6 1790-3100, or
fax (credit card orders only) to (309) 438-8057.

Please pick up all Homecoming ticket and T-Shirt orders at Homecoming Hospitality Headquarters.
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AlumniNews
From the Alumni Association president

Lynda Lane '66

"President Boschini
looks forward to
meeting alumni
during his travels
and has a strong
commitment to
welcoming them
back to campus."

To add to the excitement of
the new 1999-2000 academic year,
the many new constrnction
projects around campus, and the
approaching new millennium,
Illinois State has a new president.
Victor John Boschini Jr. became the
I 6th president of the University on
July I.
Have you met him yet? If not, I
hope you will soon. His optimistic
enthusiasm is contagious. His
enormous smile and congenial
personality make conversations
with him easy. His vim and vigor
vitalize everyone who meets him.
President Boschini looks forward
to meeting alumni during his travels and has a strong commitment to
welcoming them back to campus.
He recognizes that alumni like
you are the greatest ambassadors
the University can have because
they take the impact Illinois State
has made on their own lives
everywhere they go.
The Alumni Association looks
forward to a close relationship
with President Boschini as we
strive to reach out to 133,000
alumni worldwide, to keep the
connection, and to spread the
pride. New and exciting ventures
are on the horizon for Illinois State
University. Catch the spirit! Share
in the vision!

The retirement reception for Christ Schwelle,
director of Bone Student Center, brought four
Illinois State presidents together to wish him
well. Pictured from left to right are Vice
President and Dean of Student Affairs Victor
John Boschini Jr., who became university
president on July 1; President David Strand,
Christ Schwelle, former President Lloyd
Watkins, and former President Samuel Braden.

Lynda Lane '66, president of the Alwnni Association Board
of Directors, presented an Illinois State University rocking
chair to President David Strand on behalf of all alumni at
his retirement reception in late June.

Where our alumni live
Africa 41
Asia 279
Australia 18
Carribean 1O
Central America 12
Europe 116
New Zealand 2
North America 78
South America 23

115

44
43

75
238
1,636

428
241

242

270

,o
~e::::,
I>~
0

2,673

~
0
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AlumniNews
Special reunions keep friendships strong

Alumni Association
Board of Directors

The Half Century Club event on April 29 honored
members of the Class of 1939 who celebrated their
60th reunion and alumni who studied the rural
education curriculum during the 1930s and 1940s.
Club events are open to all alumni who graduated 50
or more years ago.

Members of the Illinois State Normal University Class of 1939
returned to campus for their 60th reunion.

Lynda, G. l.ane '66
President, lynda.lane@olympiaorg
Mike Wiese '84
Vice President
Mike.Wiese.A9uz@Statefann.com
Mary Ann Louderback '74
M.S. '80, Ph.D. '84
Secretary
Springfield
Don Shafer '76
Treasurer
Peoria
Don Femandes '79
Past President
dlfemandes@msn.com
Kathleen Embry '84, M.S. '89
E.xecutive Committ(.'C Member
kae.sewsudden@worldnet.att.net
Mark l.angenfeld '69, M.S. '75
F.xecutive Committee Member
MAL452@aol.com
Richard Clemmons '72
rhclemmons@aol.com
Dave Fowler '78
Ottawa
JeffFritzen '74
Nonna!

Waneta Sedgwick Catey, seated thirdfrom left, met with rural education majors. Mrs Catey was a supeniising teacher for student teachers
at Walker School in rural Bloomington and also was instrumental in
the development of the University's special education program. While
on campus for the reunion, Mrs. Catey made a donation to endow the
Waneta Sedgwick Catey Fund for students who study special education.

Class of 1939 members, from left, Bill Small, Indianapolis,
Indiana; George Soper, Bella Vista, Arkansas; Robert Rawson,
Madison, Connecticut; and Ross Fairchild, Lexington, attended
their 60th reunion April 29.

William Gardner '77
bgardner@primediasi.com
Jody Harrop '98
j_harrop@yahoo.com
BillJohmton '43
billlj I949@aol.com
I.aura (Toncray) Kerrins '94
kerrins@frontiemet.net
Sherry I.aible-White '80
SLaibleW@aol.com
Dan Lei/el '66, M.S. '71
Bloomington
Rollie Mercer '71
Nonna!

Michael McCuskey '70
Champaign
Keith Middle/an '39
Nonna!

Inis(Rademod,er)Mllls '62, MS. '69
Lake Bloomington
Sam Petty '72
Peoria
Amlrew Purnell '57
pumell228@worldnet.att.net
Kristen Emmert Shaner '86
kemmerts@mtco.com
Dale Sutter '61
damsu@aol.com
Gary Tiffany '74
gtilfany@aol.com
Walter Warfield, Ph.D. '78
Springfield
Janessa Williams '89
janessalw@aol.com

Half Century Club alumni stopped at the Eyestone one-room
schoolhouse during their campus tour. Other activities during
the day included education sessions and a luncheon featuring
President David Strand.

Interdenominational
Youth Choir events
planned

Lamba Chi Alpha
Fraternity celebrates its
30th Homecoming

All Interdenominational Youth
Choir alumni are invited to attend the
25th IYC workshop and concert on
October 14-17, 1999. Planning for the
30th anniversary concert in April
2000 has already begun. An important
step is updating all alumni records. If
you were a member of IYC, please
send your name, address, telephone
number, and years of membership to
Illinois State University, Office of
Student Life, Campus Box 2700,
Nonna!, IL 61790-2700, Attention:
Interdenominational Youth Choir.
Please call the IYC advisor, A.C. Beale,
at (309) 438-2913 if you have any
questions.

Illinois State's oldest fraternity,
I.arnba Chi Alpha, continues 30 years
of Homecoming tradition with a
celebration on Saturday, October 2.
Festivities include a dinner reception
at Jumer's Chateau, sponsored by the
Beta-Omicron Alumni Association.
For details, please call Jeff Cantieri
(BOZ 406) at (773) 248-3238,
send an E-mail message to
alumni@beta-omicron.org, or visit
the Alumni Association Website at
www.beta-omicron.org.

Summer 1999

206 West Willow reunion
The fonner residents of 206 West
Willow Street are planning a reunion
for the weekend of September 18. For
infonnation, please call Chuck Killian
'84 at (661) 253-3574 or send an
E-mail message to crkilli@earthlink.net

Alumnae Honored by YWCA of McLean County
The Women of Distinction Awards Program, a nationally
established YWCA event, recognizes the professional and personal
achievement of women. Six of the seven women honored at the
10th Anniversary Awards Program for the YWCA of McLean County
are Illinois State alumnae.
Marlene (Pierce) Gregor '74, Arts and Entertainment
Lori (Nelson) Laughlin '83, Business

Jill Hutchison, M.S. '74, Education
Kathryn Bohn '74, M.S. '80, Professions
Barbara Adkins '76, Social Service
Rebecca L. Hines '80, M.B.A. '94, Special 10th Anniversary Award

Emeritus
Ross Fairchild '39
Lexington

Alumni Services
&riara 1ipsord Todd 79, MS. '84
Director
JeffI.arson
Associate Director
Chicago Office
Susan K. Callahan
Assistant Director
Julie D. Goodlick '81, M.S. '85
Assistant Director
Deann M. Pig,wtti '94
Assistant Director
Annette C. States '96
Assistant Director
Telephone: (309) 438-2586
Toll free: (800) 366-4478
Facsimile: (309) 438-8057
E-mail: isualum@ilstu.edu
Website: www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu

Chicago Office
Telephone: (312) 251-3500
Facsimile: (312) 251-3181
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Other Contacts
Atlanta
Randy Doty '78
(770) 945-3146
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Judge Michael McCuskey '70 was the guest speaker at a special
reception in Urbana in April. He is pictured here with,.from left,
alumni David Berkson '98, Ryan Hitch '98, and
Mary Ann Downey '95.

~

Black Colleagues
Andrew Purnell '57 (Matteson)
(708) 747-4394
purnell228@worldnet.att.net
Wil Davis (Office of Admissions)
(309) 438-7066
wddavis@ilstu.edu

~
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Also attending the Urbana event were,.from left to right,
Cleo (Boggy) Anderson '42; Peggy (Martin) '70 and David
Ropiequet; and Wendell Anderson '43.

Metro Phoenix
Mary Young '87
(602) 496-0587
MYoung3837@aol.com
Orlando
Traci (Barth) Conway '93 (Apopka)
(407) 226-0624
Quad Cities
Mike Bealer '70 (Coal Valley)
(309) 799-7740
mdb41550@aol.com
Rockford
Cindy (Pemberton) Robson '89
(815) 397-7163
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Alumni gathered in San Antonio, Texas, in mid-April. Representing the
University at the event were Dr. Susan Kem, vice president of
Institutional Advancement, and Barbara Tipsord Todd '79, M.S. '84,
director of Alumni Services.

In April alumni from the Austin, Texas, area met with Dr. Susan Kem,
vice president of Institutional Advancement, and Barbara Tipsord Todd
'79, M.S. '84, director of Alumni Services.
I

Chapter/Club Calendar

Forensics Alumni Union
Roland Spies '82 (Normal)
(309) 862-2518
Tom Zeidler '91
(Department of Communication)
(309) 438-7815 tzeidle@ilstu.edu

Looking for something interesting to do? Want to get together with people who share your fond memories of Illinois State University? Awide
variety of chapter and club opportunities awaits you in the next few months. Check the list below for dates and mark your calendar now.
We have provided all the details available at press time. For additional information on any event and reservations, please use the contact
number(s) provided or send an E-mail message to Alumni Services at isualum@ilstu.edu. You can find the most up-to-date and complete
calendar of alumni events on our Website at www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu.

Accounting Alumni

President William Wille '90, (630) 875-0136, ilstunut@aol.com

• Tuesday, August 24, 6-8 p.m. Reception at Rosemont Convention Center in
conjunction with the Illinois CPA Society Annual Business and Technology
Solutions Show. Why not make a day of it? Special guests: Dixie Mills, dean
of the College of Business; Jim Moon, chairperson of the Accounting
Department; and Accounting Department faculty members.

• Thursday, November 4, 7 p.m. Fun with a Purpose at Dave & Busters in
Addison- a great way to usher in the holiday season. Silent auction
featuring items donated by the Walter Payton Foundation. Please bring a
new, unwrapped toy. All toys and proceeds \viii benefit Toys for Tots. For
reservations, call the Illinois State University Chicago Office, (312) 251-3500.

Capital Area (Fonnerly Washington, D.C.)
President: Gay Cakora '86, Baltimore, (410) 374-2998,
gcakora@cmghealth.com

• Saturday, September 11. Late summer baseball with the Baltimore Orioles
and Seattle Mariners at 4:04 p.m. Start the afternoon with our pregame
event at Camden's Pub in Baltimore at 2:30 p.m. For pricing and
reservations, contact Alumni Services at (800) 366-4478. Deadline for
reservations and payment is September.,3.

Chicago Downtown/North Shore
President: Catherine Thoms '94, (312) , 609-9890, thomsc@towers.com

• Monday, September 13. The Theatre Scene in Chicago with starring roles
by Illinois State Alumni and the University: a panel discussion featuring
alumni from the Theatre Department, moderated by Peter Guither,
a~sistant chairperson of the Theatre Department. The event will be held at
Theatre Building in Chicago's Lakeview neighborhood.

Chicago Northwest
Contact Maureen Brady '67, M.S., '71, (847) 374-2772, mbrady@mm.inet.com

• Saturday, September, 25, 9:30 p.m.-midnight. Fox River moonlight cruise.
So popular, we made it an annual event. Space is limited. Advance
reservations are required. Cost is $20 per person. Please call the Illinois
State University Chicago Office, (312) 251-3500, by September 17.
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Health Sciences Alumni
Organization
Sarah Schubert Westhoff '97
(Champaign) (217) 398-7815
Paul Ronczkowski
(Department of Health Sciences)
(309) 438-8329
pjroncz@i lstu .edu

Chicago West

Contact Jeff Larson, Illinois State University Chicago Office, (312) 251-3500

Dallas/F Ort Worth
Contact Lezlie Van Vooren '89, Arlington, (817) 861-3888, redbird24@hobnail.com

• Monday, September 6. Labor Day picnic and baseball game at The
Ballpark in Arlington. Texas Rangers vs. the Chicago White Sox. You'll be
in safe company if you want to cheer for the Sox. For reservations, call
the Illinois State University Chicago Office, (312) 251-3500.

Agriculture Alumni
Association
Jerry Kerber '74 (Normal)
(309) 667-8700
Randy Winter (Department of
Agricl)ltur~) (309) 438-3563
rwinter@ilstu.edu

,

Alumni of Student Government
Terrence Sykes '93 (Kankakee)
(815) 932-7476
tsykes@keynet.net
Michael Schermer 73, M.S. '78
(Student Affairs)
(309) 438-2151
mdscher@ilstu.edu

Honors Alumni Network
Contact:Joe McDonald '94, Normal, (309) 862-1693, jdmcdonald@ice.net
• Friday and Saturday, October 1-2. Homecoming! On Friday, help us host
Hospitality Headquarters in the Circus Room from 3-5 p.m. Start Saturday
morning with a reunion brunch from 9-11 :30 a.m. Watch the parade from
the Honors veranda and the football game from our group seats. Contact
Joe McDonald or Alumni Services for bnmch reservations bySeptember 24.

Greater Peoria Area
President: Bill Shaner '87, Morton (309) 263-1238,
bshaner@cyberdesic.com
• Saturday, September 11. Tailgate in the Ropp Lot with chapter members
and friends prior to Redbird football against Southeast Missouri State.
• Saturday, October 2. Homecoming! Escort the chapter's entry in the parade
and watch the football game from Peoria's Perch. The deadline for
reservations is September 1.

Illinois State Today

AlumniNews
Legislative Breakfast

Tidbits & Topics

More than 90 alumni, friends, university administrators, and legislators met at the Illinois State Library in
May for the Legislative Breakfast.This annual event
enhances communication efforts about issues that
impact the University.

• Special congratulations to the
Agriculture Alumni
Association, which celebrated
20 years as an alumni organization this spring.

Richard Clemmons '72, left, chairperson of the External
Relations Committee, talked with Dave Hawkinson '68 and
Mary Ann Louderback '74, M.S. '80, Ph.D. '84, at the breakfast.

• The Capital Area Alumni
Chapter participated in the
refurbishing of a home for Habitat
for Humanity in June.

Pictured from left to right are Rep. Don Moffitt, President David
Strand, Rep. Doug Scott, Vice President and Dean of Student Affairs
Victor John Boschini Jr., who became university president on July I;
Rep. Bill Brady, Alumni Board President Lynda Lane, and Sen. John W.
Maitland Jr.

Members of the Marching Band Alumni Club enjoyed pregame
festivities before a Cubs game on May 15. Pictured are,Jrom left,
Kim Anderson '68, Terry Kosnick '86, Jane Lohmar '87, M.S. '88,
Mary Drumtra '87, Vmce Auten '85, and, kneeling, Jennifer
McHale'90.

Student ~ r s Patrick Martin '00, Kress Shores '00,
Tosha Daniels '97, M.S.'99, Emily Miller '99, Latasha
Fox '00, and Scott Stoller '99, stopped to see Lincoln on
their way to deliver flowers to current legislators after
the Legislative Breakfast

Marching Band Alumni Chapter

Greater St. Louis Area

Contact: Terry Kosnick '86, Aurora, (630) 499-1643, Tkosnick@aol.com

Contact: Julie Goodlick, Alumni Services, (800) 366-4478

• Friday and Saturday, October 1-2. Annual Alumni Band Extravaganza!
Friday evening reception at Damon's in Normal at 8 p.m. Parade check-in
and rehearsal at Cook Hall at 8:30 a.m. Haven't marched in the parade yet
as an alum? Contact Terry Kosnick or Marching Band director Dan Farris,
(309) 438-8834, or dfarris@oratmail.cfa.ilstu.edu for details.

• Tuesday, September 28. Meet the University's 16th president,
Victor John Boschini Jr. at a special reception for St. Louis area alumni.
Please contact Alumni Services for details.

Minneapolis/St. Paul
Contact:John Drummond '90, Eagan, (612) 692-8030,JWD03@aol.com

• Saturday, September 18. Illinois State Redbirds go on the road to take on
the Golden Gophers of Minnesota at 1:30 p.m. Pregame gathering on the
plaza outside the Metrodome. Tent opens three hours before game time.
All alumni and friends welcome. Call the Redbird ticket office,
(309) 438-8000, for tickets. More information will be sent to all 1\vin
Cities alumni in August.

Recreation Alumni Society
Contact: Michele Silver '91, (847) 781-3631, msilver23@aol.com, or

Jeff Larson, Illinois State University Chicago Office, (312) 251-3500
• Saturday, August 28. Chicago White Sox vs. the Oakland Ns.
What's summer without a ballgame? First pitch at 6:05 p.m.
Pregame tailgate in Lot Aat Comiskey Park beginning at 4: 15 p.m. Cost is
$18 per person and includes game ticket and tailgate party. Reservations
required.

Summer 1999

• Metro Phoenix Alumni
Chapter welcomed Executive
Director of Development Larry
Morlan to their 6th annual alumni
and friends picnic in Scottsdale
in March. Congratulations to
founding president Deborah
Coloma-Roessle '83 and her
husband, Claus Roessle, on the
birth of their daughter Isabella in
April.

Tampa Bay
Contact Sarah Garkey '98, (813) 987-9236, smgarke@aol.com

• Saturday, October 16. lllinois State Redbirds go on the road and take on
the South Florida Bulls. Kickoff at 7 p.m. EDT. Pregame gathering on
Hillsborough Community College campus, directly west of the Raymond
James Stadium. All alumni and friends welcome.Mittens and stadium
blankets not required. Call the Redbird ticket office, (309) 438-8000,
for tickets. More information will be sent to all Tampa area alumni in
September.

• The Alumni Services staff is
looking for a few good alumni. . .
particularly to increase activity in
the Springfield and St. Louis
areas. Interested? Contact Assistant Director Julie Goodlick '81 ,
M.S. '85, at (800) 366-4478 or
jdgoodl@ilstu.edu.
• Chicago-area alumni and
Redbird fans-It's a new era in
Redbird athletics! Mark your
calendars for Tuesday, October 5,
and your chance to meet Illinois
State University President
Victor John Boshini Jr., the new
athletic director, new men's
basketball coach Tom Richardson,
and new women's basketball
coach Jenny Yopp. At press time,
details had not been set. More
information will be mailed in
September to alumni and RESF
donors in Chicagoland. To make
sure you receive an invitation or
for additional information, contact
the Illinois State University
Chicago Office at (312) 251-3500.
• The Chicago Downtown/North
Shore Alumni Chapter held its
second annual alumni outing
to Wrigley Field in May. The
chapter's 150 alumni and guests
were joined by 250 Illinois State
alumni, students, faculty, staff,
and friends who purchased game
tickets through the Bone Student
Center.The Cubs helped make the
event a success with a 9-0
victory over the Atlanta Braves.
• The Black Colleagues
Association received a record
number of applications for the
Judge Russell DeBow Scholarship
this spring. Recipients will be
announced in the fall. Donations
by alumni and friends enhance
the fund from which these
scholarships are awarded. To
help support the fund, please
contact the Illinois State
University Chicago Office at
(312) 251 -3500.
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ClassNotes
'25
Esther P.
(O'Donnell)
Nantkes,
Nokomis,
taught high
school Latin
and English
Ember P.
for 29 years
(O'Donnell) Nantkes and is interested in news
from the Illinois State Nonna!
University Class of 192 5. .

'34

Virginia Barr
Henderson,
Carol Stream, is
professor emerita at the
University of
Central Florida
and is still active
in art and
V'u-ginia Barr
education
Henderson
activities in the Chicago area.

'44
Emilie Dutcz.ak Fialka, Sandusky,
Ohio, is retired from teaching English
in the Sandusky Public Schools.

'48
Marian (Dean) Ekin is a retired
teacher, and her husband, Floy '49,
is a minister for the United Methodist
Church in Clearwater, Florida. They
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary this summer. Both arc
involved in volunteer work.

'50
James A. Prince was awarded the
title of Professor Emeritus by the
Board of Trustees of Niagara
University, New York, where he served
as dean of the College of Education
and professor of Research and
Administration. He and his wife, Rita,
reside in North Fort Myers, Florida.

'57

'63

Daniel L. Aquino retired as the
director of Hoomana School,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu. He
and his wife, Charlene, reside in
Kaunakakai.

Bill Landis is retired from the
McHenry School District after serving
22 years as assistant superintendent
for business and operations. He and
his wife, Elaine, reside in Gilbert,
Arizona.

'59
PatriciaH.
Caliendo
received a
Master of Arts
• from Colorado
State and APE
,,
.,. Credential
Patricia H. Caliendo from Long
Beach State.
She retired after 35 years of teaching
in Illinois, North Carolina, and South
Carolina. She is currently an instructor at Coastline Community College in
Fountain Valley, California, where she
teaches special programs for the disabled. She also substitutes in the high
school district.
Loyal Dorr is adjunct professor at
the University of Denver and a faculty
member in the Teacher Education
Program. For the past three summers
he has trained social studies teachers
in Bosnia under a program directed
by the United States Infonnation
Agency. His wife,Judith (Nordberg)
'60, is retired. They reside in Denver,
Colorado.

J

'62
Beverly Besse Malin-Pankratz
recently retired after 30 years of
teaching. Among the honors she
received during her career was being
selected as the Elementary Physical
Education Teacher of the Year for
Texas. She and her husband, Hilton,
reside in Stonewall, Texas.

M. Diane Way _
earned a
master's from
Bradley
University and a
doctorate in
education in
school adminis.
tration at
M. Diane Way
Indiana University. She is currently
practicing therapy and chemical
dependency counseling in private
practice, teaching graduate courses at
Texas A& M at Kingsville, and serving
in the public schools as a counselor.

Alumni
1920s
Frances (Clelland) Baltz '21
Vera A. (Oyes) Samuelson '21, B.S.E. '63; 1/99
Mary D. (Downes) Kemp '24; 2/99
Lola Huldah Russell '24
Eleanor Monnix '26; 10/98
Hazel May (Nixon) Taylor '26, B.S. '56; 12/98
Adalyn E. Tiffany '26; 2/99
Dorothy (Ward) Burkhart '27; 4/99
Jennie Powers '27; 1/99
Ruth E. (Oakford) Watson '27; 2/99
Doris E. (Batterton) Crawford '28; B.S. '32; 2/99
Samuel B. Sullivan '28; 2/99
Walker D. Wyman '29. 3/99
1930s
Everett L. Haag '30; 4/99
Gleynafa (Terrel) Ray '30; 2/99
Florence (Ferguson) Tucker '30; 3/99
Ferne I. (Skinner) Kelly '31, B.S. '33; 3/99
Robert F. VanEman '31; 11/98
Fred Jessops '32; 12/98

20

Jeff Fritzen
was named
Nonnal's 1999
Citizen of the
Year.

'75

,;\·

l$
Jeffrey D.
· \'.',,
Butler is direc- Jeff Fritzen

'72

'66

Andrew W. Drendel, Chicago, is

senior vice president of the Wealth
Management Group at LaSalle National
Bank. He is a certified trust and financial advisor and a board member of
the Visiting Nurses Association of
Aurora Health Care, Milwaukee.
Jerry A. Kroll, M.S. '74, is a
program coordinator for the
College of Lake County, Grayslake,
and is celebrating 25 years as an
educator and industrial training
consultant. He is also the president
of Welding Consultant Services, Inc.
He and Judy Snyders, reside in
Mundelein.

tor of taxation
for the CPA finn of Kessler, Orlcan,
Silver & Company P.C. in Niles.
Rick Ohle, Midland, Michigan, is the
1999 campaign chairperson for the
United Way of Midland County and is
a vice president at Mid-Michigan
Medical Center. His ,vife, Nancy
(Belcher), M.A. '87, is president of
PTDR, a corporate training company.
They have four children.
Strut Pasiewicz is a sixth grade
teacher for Libertyville District #70
and a board member for Gavin
School District #37. He and his wife,
Pattie, reside in Ingleside.

'68

'73

'77

Richard H. Smith is plant manager
for General Cable Corporation,
Manchester, New Hampshire. His
wife, Linda (Rivers) '65, is a
retired educator. They reside in
Goffstown, New Hampshire.

Lauren

Nancy L. (Brodsky) Hix has written

(Muscarello)
Mittermann is
a teacher for
Gibraltar
School, Fish

A Collectors Guide to Buying,
Selling and Trading on the Internet,
and it was recently published.

'70
Linda (Lewis) Waldschmidt, M.S.
'75, is the area director for Special
Olympics Illinois Heartland/Area 6.

'71
Bill Boostrom is a physician's assistant at Dr. Hector P. Garcia Health
Center and Christus Spohn Hospital
Memorial, Corpus Christi, Texas. He
is also president, Board of Directors,
of the newly fonncd Texas Physician
Assistant Foundation. He and his wife,
Ardys, reside in Taft, Texas, with their
two children.

~ ,1rJ1,),."f:. •

Creek,
lauren Mittermann Wisconsin. She
has been honored as Wisconsin Teacher of the Year,
and Wisconsin Middle School Teacher
of the Year and has received the Kohl
Fellowship for Exccllcncc in Education.
She has two books in print, Different
Paths and Moments ofGrace. Her
husband, Michael, is a carpenter/contractor for Mittennann Construction.
They reside in Fish Creek.

'74
Pamela A. Combs is the national
director for professional development
for Jostens Learning, San Diego,
California.

'78
Pamela
{Wilson)
Mines, M.S.
'83, is an
eighth grade
reading/language arts
teacher at
Pamela Mines
Hilford Junior
High School in Joliet. She has been
named the Coca-Cola Educator of the
Month and listed in Who's Wbo
Among America's Teachers. She and
her husband, Gregory, reside in Joliet
with their two children.
Vicki L. (Tudor) Porter, is a
teacher for hearing-impaired students
in Rockford School District #205 and

In Memory

Staff
H. Harlan Bloomer, Speech Pathology; 3/99
William E. Dorethy, Purchasing; 4/99
Doris A. Ehrlich, Education; 4/99
Nicholas J. Ernest, Art History, 3/99
Samuel T. Price Ill, Special Education; 2/99
0. Hazel Smith, Communication; 12/98
Thomas P. Spencer, Faci Iities Management; 3/99
Patricia M. Sylvester, University Police; 1/99

T. Michael Henley, M.S. '77,
C.A.S. '98, is the principal of
Westmer Secondary School, CUSD
#203, in Joy. His wife, Jean
(Grimes), C.A.S. '89, is the principal at Chapman Junior High School,
Farmington. They reside in Dunlap.

Everett L. Haag '30; 4/99
Norma L. (Schloz) Stevenson '32; 2/99
Alvina E. Eller '33, B.S. '46; 1/99
Evelyn S. (Cooke) Kelly '35; 3/99
Colean J. (Olson) Bethel '35; 3/99
Eva Hamer (Miller) Brown '36; 2/99
Don Hinshaw '36; 3/99
Donald E. Adams '37; 4/99
Herbert E. Behrens '37; 3/99
Kathryn L. (Stauder) Hughes '37; 5/98
Genevieve A. (Gabbett) Murphy '37, B.S. '71; 2/99
Mildred (lutzi) Paine '37; 4/99
Dempsey E. Reid '37; 5/98
Helen L. (DeHart) Shafer '37, B.S. '46; 5/99
Charles L. Strayer '38, M.A. '48; 3/99
LeRoy J. Donaldson '39; 2/99
Elden R. "Hitch" Hitchens '39; 4/99
Frederick William Phillip Reuter '39; 6/98
Carl Wilson '39; 11/98
1940s
James M. Keagy '40; 2/99
Mary S. (Magill) Orr '40; 10/98
Bernard L. Ryder '40; 3/99
Lloyd D. Solomon '40, B.S.E. '47; 3/99
Iris L. (Hustedt) Heriot '41 ; 4/99
Betty Jean (Gordon) Fleming '42; 4/99
Bettie M. Jackson '43; 5/99
Virginia (Pennell) Kiley '43; 4/99
Wilma E. (Ehmen) Lee '43; 2/99
Evelyn M. (Douglass) McFarland '43; 12/94
Mary I. (Beamer) Lopeman '46; 1/99

Phyllis C. Roney '47; 2/99
Earl Sprau '47; 2/99
Margaret L. (Proctor) Soeldner '48; 5/99
Richard D. VanScoyoc '48; 1/99
Lillian Wood '48; 2/99
1950s
Mary (Coulter) Bade '50; 1/99
Janette (MacIntyre) DeLuka '50; 4/99
John R. Griffin '50; 3/99
Alice Ann (Danekas) Sandry '51; 4/99
Jessie (Floyd) Beeson '54, M.S. '56; 2/99
Verna (Schertz) Brock, M.S. '54; 3/99
A. Wilkie Fisk '54; 5/99
Ruby Tripp '54; 1983
Betty J. (Lanter) DeBlois '55; 11/97
Gary G. Gresham '57; 1/99
Hilda L. Lanham '59; 2/99
1960s
Richard A. Barna '61; 4/98
Sonya (Alexander) Petersen '62; 4/98
Margaret (Herman) Reindl '62; 3/99
John E. Smith '62. M.S. '65; 3/99
Linda Kay Bloyd '65; 3/99
Julia (Squire) Kammeyer '65; 3/99
Zelodious (Williams) Ashford, M.S. '66; 4/99
William V. Klaus '66, M.S. '81 ; 2/99
Lana Lambert Hostetler, M.A. '67; 2/99
Barbara E. Armstrong '68; 2/99
Kathleen (Bartolini) Beiser '68; 3/99
Philip E. Hadley '68; 1/99

Laverna (Maxwell) Ranney '68; 12/98
Jane (Cassady) Saluto, M.S. '68; 6/98
James V. Gunter Jr. '69; 2/99
1970s
Roberta N. (Mulliken) Chambers, M.S. '70; 5/99
Marcia Donat Lewis 70; 10/98
Mathew B. Adams 71; 5/99
Lorraine (O'Brien) Seggelke '71; 6/97
Ellen E. (Odell) Stein '71; 2/99
James G. Burg '73; 7/98
Weldon Mulliken Jr. '73; 3/99
Cathy A. (Knobloch) Suitor 74; 1/99
Karen L. Benson '75; 1/99
Vicki L. (Walters) Thompson 75; 3/99
Terry "Jack" Bouvet '76; 2/99
Jewell (Gaston) Curtis '78; 4/99
Deborah (Ugolini) Satchwell 78; 4/99
Jo Ann R. Arvay, M.S.'79; 2/99
Julie A. Yanke 79; 2/99
1980s
Douglas Sedivy '80; 3/99
LaVada B. (Fields) Thornton, M.S. '81; 2/99
Tim Field '85; 3/99
Linda Lou Dorrell '87, M.S. '89; 5/99
Frances D. Thomas '87; 3/99
1990s
John T. Emmett Ill '96; 5/99
Laura (Thomas) van der Noordaa '98; 3/99
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was selected for inclusion in Who's
Who Among America's Teachers. She
and her husband, Rick, reside in
Roscoe.
Gary S. Thompson is a Navy lieutenant commander. He recently
completed a six-month deployment
to the Mediterranean Sea, Arabian
Gulf, and Adriatic Sea.

'80
McKinley Moton III is the principal
of Tre\vyn Middle School, Peoria. He
has been honored as one of the
Out~tanding Young Men of America,
has been listed in Who's Who in the
Midwest and Who's Who in America,
and has received the Good Sport
Award from St. Francis Hospital. He
and his wife, Penny, reside in Peoria.
Sandy (Faw) Szakach is a ,ice
president in the Private Finance
Group at PPM America. She earned
a master's degree in finance from
the University of Colorado.
Neil Tetkowski, M.F.A., is heading
the Common Ground World Project
and will create a public sculpture at
the United Nations, headquarters in
2000.

'81
Kevin C. Klein, M.S. '85, has been
awarded a Fulbright grant to study
emironmental protection and alternative energy sources in Germany. He is
an associate professor of economics
and business administration at Illinois
College, Jacksonville.
Thomas R. Reedy, Hinsdale, was
appointed by President Clinton to
serve as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars.
Reedy is senior executive vice president and director of capital market~
of EVEREN Securities, Inc., serves
on the board of directors for
Working In The Schools, a Chicago
based not-for-profit organization,
and is a member of the University of
Michigan Graduate School of
Business Corporate Advisory Board.
He received his M.B.A. from the
University of Michigan and is a
Certified Public Accountant.
Laura (Nolen) Ryan, M.A.T. '99, is
a teacher at Elmhurst District #205.
She and her husband, William, have
two children.

'82
Jeffrey
Blanchette is
vice president of
retail banking
for Great Lakes
Financial
Resources, Inc.,
Matteson. He Jeffrey Blanchette
and his ,vife,
Kelly, reside in Evergreen Park \vith
their three children.

'83
Thomas K. Breslin, M.B.A. '85, is
\ice president-finance and chief
financial officer for OmniQuip
International, Inc., Port Washington,
Wisconsin.
Susan M. (Alblinger) Decker is
the director of conferences for the
American College of Apothecaries,
Memphis, Tennessee. She and her
husband, Robert, reside in
Watertown, Massachusetts.

Summer 1999

Maureen McCarthy Jones is director of development for Norwood Park
Home, Chicago. She and her husband, Sidm,'Y, reside in Chicago \\1th
their two children.

'84
Dan Heraty, Chicago, is the chief

financial officer for Avent America,
Inc., Elk Grove.

'85
Debbie (Franzen) Foster is a
senior systems analyst for DLF
Computer Consultant Contractors,
Atlanta, Georgia. She and her husband, Curt, reside in Roswell, Georgia
,vith their son.
Claire Coleman Lamonica, M.A.,
Ph.D. '96, is the assistant director
of writing programs at Illinois State
University. She also is codirector for
the National Writing Project Workshop at Illinois State and has been
chosen to present at the 1999-2000
National Council for Advancement of
Teachers of English. She and her
husband, Tom, M.S. '88, reside in
Normal.
Julia E. Martin is a senior editor for
Wizards of the Coast, Inc., Renton,
Washington. She and her husband,
Eric, reside in Renton.
Mark
Pressburger
is director of
audiovisual
services at the
Illinois Farm
Bureau and
contributed to
the production
of the ,ideo
Mark Pressburger
Dynamic
Director, which received the
International Television Association
Silver Philo Award.

'86
Bridget Brown is an assistant commissioner in the Department of
Planning and Development in the
Strategic Planning Division for the City
of Chicago. She and her husband,
Steven, reside in Chicago with their
two children.

'87
David Fernandez is a member of the
Worldwide Marketing and Business
Development Advanced Products
team at Quantum Corporation in
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. He and
his wife, Tracey (Kotars) '89,
reside in Kingston, Massachusetts,
with their two children.
Jerry R.
George, St.
Joseph,
Michigan, is
director of
development for ·
the Division of
Intercollegiate
Athletics at
Western
Jerry R. George
Michigan
University, Kalamazoo.
Devon Howland is the associate
director of recruiting in Career and
Placement Services at the University
of Chicago.
TIRlothy D. Janka is director of
finance for Medtronic Cardiac
Surgical Products, Grand Rapids,
Michigan. He and his wife,
Catherine, reside in Rockford,
Michigan, with their two children.

W

hen Bruce Scher '74, M.A., '77, decided to attend Illinois State University, he
had no idea that he would have a daughter who would make the same
decision about college 28 years later. Heidi Scher will be a freshman when
the fall semester begins later this month, and as the daughter of an alumnus she
also will be a legacy.
Scher chose the University primarily because of its location and his family's
finances. The fact that he thought he wanted to teach and was interested in dance
also played into the formula.These
interests were nurtured during his
years on campus. He became a
gifted teacher and was awarded
the GoldenAppleAward.
After teaching English and
Spanish for 19 years throughout
the state of Illinois, Scher is a college consultant at a high school in
the northwest suburbs of Chicago
and can assess Illinois State's
strengths from a professional perspective as well as the perspective
of an alumnus. He recognizes how significant it is for the admissions staff of a state
school with an enrollment of more than 20,000 to treat students with the respect
they receive at Illinois State. Scher adds this to the many positive opportunities students enjoy once enrolled and is proud to talk with students and parents about his
alma mater.
Heidi grew up hearing good things about Illinois State from her father and
mother, Barbara (Oman) '74, including the fact that they met while students. But,
she made the decision to attend on her own. The outstanding elementary education program ranks high on her list of reasons. She met with members of the
department during her campus visit and found them friendly and helpful. While on
campus she also took a dance class and plans to continue the dance studies she
began when she was five. Heidi looks forward to participating in the CONNE01ONS
learning community program. Her future looks bright.
The percentage of legacy students has increased each year since 1996 when the
University first began tracking this information. Legacy enrollment is approaching
one-quarter of the class. To share your legacy story, please send your information to
Alumni Services, Campus Box 3100, Normal, IL 61790-3100.

John M. Klasey is manager of
library and research services for
Rudnick and Wolfe, Chicago. He
received his master's degree in
library and information science
from the University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana. His wife,
Su1,anne M. (Silagi) '90, is the
darkroom manager at Columbia
College, Chicago. They reside in
Brookfield.
Jim Polus,
audiovisual
producer for
the Illinois
Fann Bureau,
developed the
video Dynamic
Director, which
received the
International
Jim Polus
Television
Association Silver Philo Award.
Brian D. Schulman, Buffalo Grove, is
in-house attorney for West Suburban
Currency Exchanges, Inc., Des Plaines.

'88
Patrick P. Pollard is on-premise
national accounts sales manger for
Heineken USA, Inc., White Plains,
New York. He and his wife, Julie,
reside in Downers Grove with their
two children.

Rick C. Steinhagen is the commercial portfolio manager for Huntington
National Bank, Indianapolis, Indiana,
and received his M.B.A. from Butler
University (Indianapolis). He and his
wife, Janet, reside in Indianapolis.
Brian C. Wojtczak is general manager for Summit Coating
Technologies, LLC, Phoenix, Arizona.
He and his wife, Frances, reside in
Cave Creek, Arizona.

'89
Jodi (Rowe) Fleck, M.S. '90, is a
speech-language pathology consultant for the Illinois State Board of
Education, Springfield. She and her
husband, Daniel, reside in Sherman
with their daughter.
Michelle George is a paralegal
and a member of the litigation team
for the law firm, Baker & Daniels,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Franklin Golden, M.S. '91, Ph.D.
'98, is a logistics engineer for
Caterpillar, Inc., Mossville. He also
is an Illinois High School Association
and college football and basketball
official. He and his wife, Jean, reside
in Pekin.
Sheila Kloster-Prew is the director
of operations for the Winnebago
County Health Department, Rockford.
She and her husband, John, reside in
Poplar Grove.

Sharon K. (Haasler) Kochran,
M.S. '90, is a speech pathologist for
Woodstock School District #200. She
and her husband, Scot, reside in
Richmond.
Lisa (Hagener) Loomis is a selfemployed photographer who specializes in children's photography. She and
her husband, Lee, reside in Bloomingdale with their three children.
Laura L. Payne, M.S. '92, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, is an assistant professor
at Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.
She completed her Ph.D. in leisure
studies at Penn State University.

'90
TIRl Homa is the director of the
men's ministry for Central Christian
Church, Las Vegas, Nevada, and also
serves as a counselor. He and his
wife, Angela, reside in Henderson
with their two daughters.
William A. Kauth is the head athletic trainer for Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington. His wife,
Marjorie (Meggert) '91, is
self-employed as a graphic designer.
They reside in Bloomington with their
three children.
James E. Rose Jr. is the recruiting
manager for Price Waterhouse
Coopers, San Francisco, California.
Douglas H. Strand is the director of
engineering for Indiana Packers
Corporation, Delphi, Indiana.
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Scott Sunderland, M.S. '91, is the
head certified athletic trainer and
lecturer of Sports Studies at Knox
College, Galesburg. He served as a
member of the U.S. Olympic Committee medical team at the Pan Am
Games in Winnepeg, Canada this
summer. He and his wife, Michelle,
reside in Dahinda with their daughter.

Manufacturing Co., a division of
AMSfED Industries, Chicago. He and
his wife, Laura, reside in South Elgin.
Joseph Wheeler is a sales associate for Matthew Bender, New York.
Maurey Dean Williamson is public
relations manager for Sports
Publishing, Inc., Champaign.

'94

'91
Terry S. Harvill, M.S. '92, is a
commissioner for the Illinois
Commerce Commission, Chicago, and
was selected by Crain~ Chicago
Business for the 40 under 40 Award.

'92
Jeff P. Garland received the
Distinguished Faculty Award from
Springfield College, where he is an
instructor of art.
Jenny (Stoltman) Phipps received
her certification in purchasing, logistics, and materials management from
Arizona State University. She is a subcontract manager for Raytheon
Systems Company, McKinney, Texas.
She and her husband, Chad, reside in
Frisco, Texas.

'93
Shane Gray is a teacher and coach
at Franklin High School, Franklin. He
and his wife, Joni, reside in Waverly
with their two children.
Bruce Otto is a production director
for WMHK Radio, Columbia, South
Carolina. He and his wife, Courtney,
reside in Columbia.
Thomas L. Stockwell llI is manufacturing manager for the machined
products facility of Burgess-Norton

Jennifer Anne {Armstrong)
Butrym is a chemist-lab manager for
APV Americas, Wilmington,
Massachusetts. Her husband,
Christopher '96, is an electrical
engineer for Cisco Systems,
Manchester, New Hampshire. They
reside in Hudson, New Hampshire.
Jamie R. Harding, M.B.A. '96, is a
pricing analyst for R.R. Donnelley &
Sons, Downers Grove. His wife,
Kristin {Meseth), is the assistant
director of adult and transfer admissions for Elmhurst College. They
reside in Aurora.
Deborah (Gabhart) Hogan is a
teacher at Rural Champaign County
Special Education Cooperative,
Rantoul. Her husband, Ken '92, is a
merchandising manager at K's
Merchandise, Champaign. They reside
in Urbana with their two children.
Ann (Fosbender) Janiszewski is
a mainframe programmer for
Woodmen of the World Insurance
Society, Omaha, Nebraska. She and
her husband, Andy, reside in Omaha
with their daughter.
Clifford M. Kinder is a level
leader and teacher of world
geography at James Bowie High
School, Arlington, Texas. He also is
a technology trainer and student
council sponsor and serves on the
state steering committee for the

Texas Alliance for Geographic
Education. His wife, Robin S.
(Allan) '95, is a teacher at
Goodman Elementary School. They
reside in Arlington.
Jennifer Reese Thomann is a grant
writer/researcher for Midwestern
University, Downers Grove. Her husband, Christopher '93, is a teacher
for School District U-46, Warrenville.
Andrea (Zupec) Reynolds is a
telecommunicator for the Highland
Park Police Department. She and
her husband, Brent, reside in
Wadsworth.

'96

'95

Matthew R. Murphy is a credit
manager for Hobbico, Champaign.
Amy {Given) Trussell is a match
advocate for Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Austin, Texas. She received her master's
in social work at the University of Texas
at Austin. Her husband, Mike, is a
juvenile probation officer for Williamson County, Round Rock, Texas.
Corey A. White is a juvenile
probation officer for McHenry
County, Woodstock.
Gretchen Wirtz is the weekend
weather anchor and a weekday news
reporter for KNBN-1V (the NBC
affiliate), Rapid City, South Dakota.

Bethany Parker Davis is a receptionist at Steward Machine Company,
Birmingham, Alabama, and checks
the Honors Alumni Network Website
often. She and her husband, Thomas,
reside in Pinson, Alabama.
Debra J. {Phillis) Jacobs is a
financial accountant in the PropertyCasualty Financial Reporting
Department for Country Companies
Insurance, Bloomington.
Lisa Marie Lange, Atlanta, Georgia,
is a professional nanny.
Renee Polfliet, Philo, is an office
coordinator/accountant for The
Training Channel, Champaign.
Tma (Walker) Nelson is a preschool teacher at Lake Forest. She
and her husband, Michael, reside in
Waukegan with their son.
Lisa M. (Askey) Solak is an artifact collections associate, historical
resources, for Motorola Museum,
Schaumburg. She and her husband,
Eric, reside in Crystal Lake.
Anne Warth is a marketing representative for Caterpillar in Toronto,
Canada.

Javelyn {Ibarra) Baldwin is an
advertising specialist for Nissan North
American, Infiniti Division, Irvine,
California. She and her husband,
Scott, reside in Torrance, California.
Stacey Georgaras received her master's degree in clinical psychology at
Roosevelt University's Chicago campus and works at Windmoor
Healthcare at Clearwater, Florida.
Joe Heckmyer, Vernon Hills, is a
human resource coordinator for the
Radisson Hotel, Lincolnwood.
Todd Jones is a
senior producer
at Illinois Farm
Bureau. He contributed to the
production of the
video Dynamic
Director that
received the
International
Todd Jones
Television
Association Silver Philo Award.

'97

Alumni update
Name (including maiden)

Graduation year(s)

Social Security number

Mailing address

City

State

Home telephone

E-mail address

Professional title or position

Employer

Employer address

ZIP

Employer telephone

Marital status

Spouse's name (including maiden)

Spouse's graduation year (if Illinois State graduate)

Spouse's professional title or position

Spouse's employer

City

ZIP

City

State

State

Gerald Myers is the director of the
University Chorus and teacher of
voice at Washington and Lee
University in Lexington, Virginia. In
May he received his Master of Art in
music from Western Illinois University.
Kristine L. {Brechon) Peterson is
a sales/marketing assistant for
ANSIMAG, Inc., Elk Grove Village. She
and her husband, Nathan, reside in
Lockport.

'98
Carolyn "Carrie" H. Dellamano,
Tmley Park, is a tour guide with New
Beginnings Tours, Chicago.
John C. Japuntich is a Marine
private first class and recently completed basic training at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego.
Lori King, Woodstock, is an English
teacher and the drama director at
Marengo Community High School.
Curtis Kostecki is a civil drainage
engineer in Boulder, Colorado, and
lives in Broomfield.
Dina C. Micheli, Mt. Prospect, is a
marketing specialist for Holy Family
Medical Center, Des Plaines.

New couples
• Lisa M. Askey '95 and Eric S. Solak
- April 1999.
• Andrea Zupec '94 and Brent M.
Reynolds-March 1999.

New additions
• Tma '95 and Michael Nelson are
the parents of Kody Jon Michael.
• Jodi (Rowe) '89, M.S. '90, and
Daniel Fleck are parents of
Morgan Therese.
• Scott Sunderland '90 and his wife,
Michelle, are parents of Hannah
Margaret.
• Deborah Coloma-Roessle '83 and
Claus Roessle are parents of
Isabella.

ZIP

Spouse's employer telephone

Please list any career or job changes, awards, honors, or family changes that you would like reported in IOinois State Today. Due to publication schedules, infonnation might not appear
for several issues. (Photos will be included as space penniK)

Your~gnamre _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __

Return to: Illinois State University, Alumni Services, campus Box 3100,

Nonna!, n. 61790-3100 Facsimile: (309) 438-8057
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ClassNotes
Most frequently asked questions from alumni
Thls feature highlights the questions we receive most often, and the answers, of course. You might find
it helpful to clip and save it for future reference. Look for new questions in each issue. If you have a
question, please don't hesitate to ask us. Call (309) 438-2586, (800) 366-4478, Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., or use our E-mail address, isualum@ilstu.edu.

1.

What should I do when I have a question but don't know what office or
department to call?
Alumni Services is a good place to start. We have a toll free number, (800) 366-4478, and an
E-mail address, isualum@ilstu.edu, for your convenience. If our office doesn't handle your
question, we will direct you to the appropriate department or office on campus.

2. Where may I park when I come back to campus for a visit?
The new parking garage, located on the south side of the quad, is scheduled for completion
thls month and will provide convenient parking for campus visitors on the south end of campus.
It will add 140 hourly rate parking spaces to the 500 already available at Bone Student Center on
the north end of campus, increasing visitor parking by 28 percent. All visitor spaces will be on
the first level of the garage. There will be a parking attendant at the new garage so visitors will not
have to worry about change for meters or ~e on a meter running out. The fee structure will be
the same as at Bone Student Center, $0.60 per hour.

3. I just got married. How do I change my records?
It is quick and easy to update all your records, including your home and business addresses,
phone numbers, and E-mail addresses. Tell us who your spouse is, what he or she does, and if he
or she is an alum. If you have Internet access, please use the update form posted on our Website
at www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu/update/htm. We also include an update form in each issue of
Illinois State Today that you may fax or mail to us. We welcome phone calls too. Keeping your
information current means you will receive an uninterrupted flow of important information from
the University.

4. How can I find out about all the University-related events that are scheduled?
For the most up-to-date and comprehensive information about University-related events, check
the on-line University calendar at www.calendar.ilstu.edu. Thls resource gives you the option of
checking daily, weekly, and monthly activities and performing a keyword search to learn about
events in categories that interest you. For more information, please call the University at
(309) 438-2160 or E-mail calendar@ilstu.edu.

WELCOME TO OUR 2,247 NEW MAY GRADUATES!

Summer 1999

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

,

If you have any information that will help us locate the alumni listed below,
please write us at Ulinois State University, Alumni/Development Information
Services, Campus Box 8000, Normal, IL 61790-8000, call (309) 438-8027,
or E-mail adinupd@ilstu.edu.
Eleanor Allen '50
Joy (Price) Belcher '50
Dolores (Weber) Busher '50
Dalward Debruzzi '50
Arthur Donisch '50
Hubert Fisher '50
Ruth Green '50
Betty (Goble) Harris '50
Cleo (Brooks) Jones '50
Ann (Fleming) Kammer '50
Mabel (White) Kemp '50
John Lemen '50
Carroll Lindsey '50
Esther Mackibben '50
Frank Marchetti '50
Robert Marshall '50
Kenneth Miller '50
Clara (Wilcox) Mills '50
Morton Mills '50
Eugene Morin '50
Dennis Norton '50
Ernest Purkey '50
Carrie (Myers) Rael '50
Raymond Ranes '50
Robert Rasmussen '50
Frederick Robbins '50
Urey Robertson '50
Robert Schnyder 'SO
Tidi Speare '50
Margit Stenderup '50
Melvin Tulle '50
Frank Ungerott 'SO
Neal Walter '50
Violet (Johnson) Wilhelm 'SO
James Wolf 'SO
Margaret (Graham) Young 'SO
Nathan Adler 'S S
Barbara (Boehm) Biggs '55
Robert Bower 'SS
John Carlson 'SS
Madelyn Case '55
Lois cates 'SS
Marguerite (Carus) Churchill '55
Barbara Cook 'SS
Kenly Davis '55
Thomas Finley '55
Virginia Followell 'SS
Milton Fung-A-Falt 'SS
Joyce Gutekunst '55
Lois Henderson '55
Joyce (Fonnan) Henning 'SS
Richard Hooser '55
Mary (Sutton) Jonas 'SS
Patricia (Lemburg) Krosse '55
Jean Ladd 'SS
James Laugharn '55
Philip Lenz '55
Lauradel Lyon 'SS
Gregory Maltby '55
Peter Martin '55
Earline (Benedict) Mottershaw 'SS
James Mottershaw '55
Richard Myers '55
Helen Nickoley '55
Stanley Peters '55
Ellen (Cummings) Rachkus '55
Charles Roy '55

Grace (Brinner) Smith '55
Myrtle Stitt ·55
Ambrose Virgo 'SS
James Winans '55
Charles Wolff '55
Marcella Woods '55
Ira Zolper '55
Michael Bayer '60
Linda Bergsten '60
Barbara Bertotti '60
William Booker '60
Margaret (Boone) Bowen '60
Esca Bray '60
Ruthanna (Pannell) Bryant '60
Janet (Latham) cable '60
Benita Chambers '6o
Beth (Perkins) Coffman '60
Sandra (West) Crane '60
Nonna (Lockie) Crossett '60
Barbara (Richards) Deprano '60
Doris (Foster) Dixon '60
Elda (King) Doubet '60
Mary Eskew '60
Meda Fisher '60
Harry Garrett '60
Gwendolyn (Wade) Gibbs '6o
Myrtle Gray '60
Edward Griffin '6o
Lucille (Berg) Hakes '60
Dianne Halleck '60
Robert Hiltabrand '60
William Hulse '60
Margaret (Dunn) Joyce '60
Arthur Knoodle '6o
Katherine (Miller) Lane '60
Barbara (Parks) Lang '60
Stephen Levendos '60
Beverly (Shimkus) Loomer '60
Richard Madden '60
Mary (Paulos) Mallis '60
Edwin Malone '60
Michael Mann '60
Frank Marana '6o
Lois (Winker) Miller '60
James Monahan '60
Donna (Billcaux) Nelson '60
Jean Nicholson '60
Sheila (Keegan) Norlander '60
Charlene (Gillespie) Pirez '6o
Betty Price '60
Donna Regan '60
Patricia Riley '6o
Kenneth Ritter '60
Marilyn Robinson '60
Everett Sandusky '60
Robert Sepesy '6o
Noreen Serblin '60
Doreen (Thomas) Striegel '60
Ada (Young) Tharp '60
Francis Tharp '60
Janny (Quinn) Travers '60
Temetra (Smith) Tucker '60
John Van Dyke '60
Casimir Venckus '60
Grace Ward '60
Dale Werner '60
Samuel Wilson '60
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Dining in
Illinois State has said good-bye to

Redbirds's future
looking bright

Excellence honored
John Dossey earned his master's

Remembering
Carter Harris

traditional residence hall dining.

Head football coach Todd Berry

degree in mathematics in the 1960s,

Compared with other buildings on

Gone are the days of cafeteria lines

came to Illinois State in December

a time of such excellence in the

campus, Carter Harris Physical Plant

serving a mundane menu in nonde-

1995 with a passion to improve its

department that he is determined to

is often overlooked. Built and

script surroundings.Today students

football program. With his impressive

honor those who taught then. Now a

dedicated in the 1960s, it is an

and faculty alike appreciate the

p laying and coaching background,

retired math professor himself,

important landmark because it hon-

options and ambience of food courts

not to mention his chance-taking

Dossey has established The Master's

ors a man whose hard work and

and a restaurant-just two ingredi-

mentality, he w ill field a team this

Fund to support exceptional gradu-

dedication to Illinois State was a

ents in a recipe to drastically

fall whose confidence and hope

ate students in mathematics.

source of inspiration to staff and

improve "dorm dining."

are running high.

students more than 100 years ago.

